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1 Introduction 

 
These guidelines aim to ensure that everyone in Ealing has full access to buildings and outdoor spaces. A fully accessible 
environment improves the quality of life for all its users, but is essential for people with mobility, sight, hearing and learning 
difficulties, elderly persons, children and people with prams, buggies or shopping trolleys. 
 
Disabled people experience impairments, which can limit their mobility, comprehension or communication.  Such impairments can 
generally be overcome with the aid of commonly used equipment such as wheelchairs, sticks, crutches, hearing aids, spectacles, 
long canes or guide dogs. Whilst it may be possible, through the use of these aids, to achieve satisfactory mobility, such users are 
then disabled/further disadvantaged by poorly designed environments. These can include: car parks, pedestrian areas, homes, 
shops, libraries, banks, building societies, places of worship, schools, factories, cinemas, community/leisure centres, hospitals, 
surgeries, and all places of work including offices.  This problem is compounded further by an equally poor social attitude towards 
their personal circumstances.  Both problems are inextricably linked.  
 
The Disability Discrimination Act 2005 requires providers of goods and services to take reasonable measures to ensure that they 
are not discriminating against disabled people, in the provision of goods, facilities, services and premises.  Furthermore the 
Disability Discrimination Act 2005, now incorporated into civil rights legislation, seeks to ensure that all public buildings, including 
places of employment and education are fully accessible to disabled people and have suitable parking and toilet facilities.  Since 
October 2004, service providers have had to make reasonable adjustments to the physical features of their premises, if it is 
impossible or unreasonably difficult for disabled people to access their service.   
 
‘Accessible design’ should be addressed as early as possible in the development process, as it will be easier and more cost 
effective to address these issues at the planning stage, as opposed to retrofitting existing buildings.  The concept of ‘Inclusive 
Design’ is a central theme in improving access for all.  This concept seeks to remove barriers which create undue effort, separation 
or special treatment and enables everyone to participate equally, confidently and independently in mainstream activities, with 
choice and dignity. 
 
This guidance offers practical advice to applicants/developers in the preparation and submission of planning applications.  This 
guidance is also intended to serve as a toolkit for development management officers when assessing planning applications, and 
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has been structured for this purpose.  The Document has been separated into two main sections addressing ‘non-residential’ and 
‘residential’ buildings.  There are further sub divisions within each of these headings.   
 

Status 

 
This proposed SPD will form part of Ealing’s Local Plan and it supplements the policies contained within the adopted Development 
Strategy, the emerging Development Sites and Development Management DPDs, and the London Plan 2011 which together form 
the Development Plan for the borough.  This supplementary planning document (SPD) clarifies and amplifies the development plan 
for the borough in relation to access issues. It also brings together planning and other considerations (e.g. Building Regulations, 
Environmental Health, Transport) which need to be taken into account by people proposing development or affected by 
development. As indicated above, the guidance is used in determining planning applications, and it has the legal status of a 
‘material consideration’ which the local planning authority is entitled to take into account in making planning decisions.  It has been 
prepared in line with the requirements of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and associated regulations and 
guidance on the preparation of supplementary planning documents. 
 
This new draft version of Accessible Ealing updates the version that was adopted in 2004. It supplements the adopted policies on 
Access in the London Plan; it also supplements Ealing Council’s emerging Local Development Framework. All relevant policies are 
referred to in the text of the SPD. 
 
In updating this guidance, particular reference has also been paid to BS 8300:2009, and Part M of the Building Regulations (2004 
edition, incorporating 2010 amendments). It is important to ensure that consistency is achieved at an early stage between Planning 
and Building Control, in order to prevent unnecessary revisions at a later stage.  Specific policies promoting ‘access for all’ can be 
found in emerging Development Management DPD and these also provide a context for the preparation of this Supplementary 
Document. 
 

Consultation 

 
This draft SPD has been published for consultation in accordance with Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local 
Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, and Ealing’s Statement of Community Involvement.  The consultation runs for six weeks 
from 12th October to 23rd November.  Responses to the draft SPD document will be taken into consideration within the revised 
document, which the Council will then proceed to adopt. 
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Your Response 

 
We would like to have your opinions on the structure and content of the document. Comments must be provided on the appropriate 
consultation forms. 
 
 

Development Management 

 
To ensure that access is considered at the earliest possible stage in the development process, applicants are expected to submit 
an ‘Access Statement’ with their planning application.  Template access statements for minor projects and major projects (to be 
inserted) are provided at the end of this document.  Part M of the Building Regulations requires that an ‘Access Statement’ is 
submitted in respect of non-domestic buildings.  For planning applications, such a statement will be required for both non-domestic 
and domestic buildings.  This statement should be viewed as part of the application process; as a tool to demonstrate that all 
relevant issues have been considered throughout the design and construction stages.  The exact form of the access statement will 
depend on the size, nature and complexity of the scheme.  However, each statement should clearly demonstrate the applicant’s 
approach to inclusion, and show how all potential users, regardless of disability, age or gender, can enter the site, move around the 
site, enter the buildings and use the facilities.  The Access Statement should give details of national standards used, such as British 
Standards, Lifetime Home Standards and other relevant local standards.  This statement should also detail any consultation 
undertaken with local groups, including the Ealing Access Committee.  Where the principals of inclusive design and best practice 
standards cannot be adhered to, the Access Statement should identify the constraints posed by the existing structure and its 
immediate environment, and proposed compensatory measures. 
 
It should be noted that the SPD often set out minimum standards, and it may be appropriate to exceed the criteria if this is 
necessary to achieve an accessible environment. Expert advice on using and interpreting the guidance is available from the 
Council’s Access Officer. 
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Related Legislation and Standards 

 

 Part M to the Building Regulations 
Building Regulations Approved Document M (2004 edition, incorporating 2010 amendments) sets minimum standards to 
enable people to access and use buildings with ease. The regulations cover public buildings and new dwellings. 

 

 BS 8300: 2009 – Code of Practice 
BS 8300: 2009 provides best practice guidance on the design of buildings and their approaches to meet the needs of 
disabled people. The document covers domestic and non-domestic buildings and goes beyond the minimum requirements of 
the Building Regulations. 

 

 The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (amended 2005) 
The DDA gives disabled people particular rights in the areas of education, employment, access to goods, facilities and 
services and buying or renting land or property. The Act makes it unlawful for employers and service providers to treat 
people less favourably on the grounds of their disability. The duty may require the removal or modification of a building or 
service, to allow access by disabled people. 
 

 Revised Lifetime Homes Criteria July 5th 2010 copyright Habinteg 
This includes developments of flats and larger developments. The document gives guidance for parking away from 
entrances, for communal areas, vertical and horizontal access within premises and communal areas. 

 

 Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001 
SENDA 2001 (amended Part 4 of the DDA) legally entitles disabled pupils and prospective pupils to learn in an environment 
which is barrier free and where discriminatory practices have been eliminated. The Act places a duty on Local Education 
Authorities and schools to systematically plan and implement access improvements to school buildings and other 
educational facilities. Colleges and universities are obligated to provide accessible services and auxiliary aids and may be 
required to make physical alterations to a building. 

 

 British Standard 9999: 2008 
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BS 9999: 2008 builds on legislation to provide an advanced approach to fire safety in the design, management and use of 
buildings, with particular reference to means of escape for disabled people. (BS 9999 supersedes DD9999), and the entire 
BS 5588 series (with the exception of BS 5588-1), from 6 April 2009. 

 

 Wheelchair Housing Design Guidance(Second Edition) 2006 
Stephen Thorpe and Habinteg produced this set of criteria for Wheelchair Housing 

 

Explanation of how document is structured 

 
The document is structured so that the policy framework is first established (chapter 2). The guidance (chapter 3) is set out 
systematically – moving from parking areas to the space around the residential property, and the different internal parts of 
residential buildings of different types. The sources for the specific guidance criteria are set out in footnotes throughout the 
document. There follows further advice for specific residential types and interested parties (chapter 4) and then an appendix 
providing more detail on the lifetime homes and wheelchair housing standards. 
 
And finally…. 
 
Most people will experience a permanent or temporary impairment of some kind during their lifetime.  We are all users of the 
environment, and improvements in its design and management, which make it more convenient for disabled people, will benefit 
everyone.  The best results will be attained where good access is integrated into design from the outset, and this document gives 
practical advice on how this can best be achieved. 
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2     Policy Context 

 
As far as access is concerned, the policies set out below are the most relevant in the adopted development plan and the Council’s 
emerging Local Plan. The guidance set out in subsequent sections of the SPD supplements these policies. 
 
Adopted London Plan (July) 2011 
 
London Plan policies 3.8 and 7.2 are the key development plan policies on Access.  As indicated below they are also to be read 
with the Mayor of London’s own supplementary guidance - Accessible London (quote link). 
 

Policy 3.8 Housing choice 
Strategic 
A Londoners should have a genuine choice of homes that they can afford and which meet their requirements for different sizes and 
types of dwellings in the highest quality environments. 
LDF preparation and planning decisions 
B Taking account of housing requirements identified at regional, sub-regional and local levels, boroughs should work with the 
Mayor and local communities to identify the range of needs likely to arise within their areas and ensure that: 
a new developments offer a range of housing choices, in terms of the mix of housing sizes and types, taking account of the housing 
requirements of different groups and the changing roles of different sectors, including the private rented sector, in meeting these 
b provision of affordable family housing is addressed as a strategic priority in LDF policies 
c all new housing is built to ‘The Lifetime Homes’ standards 
d ten per cent of new housing is designed to be wheelchair accessible, or easily adaptable for residents who are wheelchair users 
e account is taken of the changing age structure of London’s population and, in particular, the varied needs of older Londoners, 
including for supported and affordable provision  
f account is taken of the needs of particular communities with large families 
g other supported housing needs are identified authoritatively and coordinated action is taken to address them in LDF and other 
relevant plans and strategies 
h strategic and local requirements for student housing meeting a demonstrable need are addressed by working closely with 
stakeholders in higher and further education and without compromising capacity for conventional homes. 
 i the accommodation requirements of gypsies and travellers (including travelling show people) are identified and addressed in line 
with national policy, in co-ordination with neighbouring boroughs and districts as appropriate. 
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Policy 7.2 An inclusive environment 
 
Strategic 
 
A The Mayor will require all new development in London to achieve the highest standards of accessible and inclusive design and 
supports the principles of inclusive design which seek to ensure that developments: 
a can be used safely, easily and with dignity by all regardless of disability, age, gender, ethnicity or economic circumstances 
b are convenient and welcoming with no disabling barriers, so everyone can use them independently without undue effort, 
separation or special treatment 
c are flexible and responsive taking account of what different people say they need and want, so people can use them in different 
ways 
d are realistic, offering more than one solution to help balance everyone’s needs, recognising that one solution may not work for all. 
 
B The Mayor will assist boroughs and other agencies in implementing accessible and inclusive design in all development proposals 
by updating the advice and guidance in the Supplementary Planning Guidance ‘Accessible London: Achieving an inclusive 
environment’; by continuing to contribute to the development of national technical access standards and by supporting training and 
professional development programmes. 
 
Planning decisions 
C Design and access statements submitted with development proposals should explain how, following engagement with relevant 
user groups, the principles of inclusive design, including the specific needs of older and disabled people, have been integrated into 
the proposed development, whether relevant best practice standards such as British Standard BS 8300:2009 
have been complied with, and how inclusion will be maintained and managed. 
 
LDF preparation 
Boroughs should develop detailed policies and proposals in consultation with user groups that ensure the physical environment can 
meet the highest standards of accessibility and inclusion and that the principles of inclusive design are adopted at the earliest 
stages of the development process including when drawing up masterplans, area planning frameworks and development briefs. 
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Parking for Blue Badge holders1 

6A.2 Developments should provide at least one accessible on or off street car parking bay designated for Blue Badge holders, even 

if no general parking is provided.  Any development providing off-street parking should provide at least two bays designated for 

Blue Badge holders.  BS 8300:2009 provides advice on the number of designated off street parking bays for disabled people for 

different building types as shown in the table below.  As these standards are based on a percentage of the total number of parking 

bays careful assessment will be needed in locations where maximum parking standards are reached to ensure that these 

percentages make adequate provision for disabled people.  The appropriate number will vary with the size, nature and location of 

the development, the levels of on and off street parking and the accessibility of the local area.  However, designated parking 

spaces should be provided for each disabled employee and for other disabled people visiting the building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Table  6.2  Car Parking London Plan 
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Table 6.2 Car parking standards 

Designated Blue Badge parking bays 

recommended in  

BS 8300:2009   

Building Type Provision from the outset  Future provision 

 

 number of spaces* for each 
employee who is a disabled 
motorist 
 

for visiting disabled 
motorists 
 

number of enlarged 
standard spaces** 
 

Workplaces one space  5% of the total 

capacity 

a further 5% of the 

total 

Shopping, recreation  

and leisure facilities 

one space space 6% of the total 

capacity 

a further 4% of the 

total capacity 

Railway buildings one space 5% of the total 

capacity 

a further 5% of the 

total capacity 

religious buildings and crematoria two spaces or 6% whichever is the 

greater 

 a further 4% of the 

total capacity 

sports facilities determined according to the usage of 

the sports facility*** 
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* Parking spaces designated for use by disabled people should be 2.4m wide by 4.8m long with a zone 1.2m wide 

provided between designated spaces and at the rear outside the traffic zone, to enable a disabled driver or 

passenger to get in or out of a vehicle and access the boot safely. 

** Enlarged standard spaces 3.6m wide by 6m long that can be adapted to be parking spaces designated for use by 

disabled people to reflect changes in local population needs and allow for flexibility of provision in the future. 

*** Further detailed guidance on parking provision for sports facilities can be found in the Sport England publication 

Accessible Sports Facilities 2010.  
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Ealing’s Local Plan - Development Management Development Plan Document 

Ealing’s Development Management DPD contains policies to assist in the assessment of planning applications.  In reaching 

planning decisions the Development Management DPD will be used alongside the London Plan 2011 which forms part of the 

development plan.  Following the same structure of the London Plan, the Development Management DPD introduces new local 

policies where needed to supplement those in the London Plan.  Regarding access matters, the only local variation proposed 

relates to disabled parking standards for residential uses.  The proposed local variation is set out below:  

 

Ealing Local Variation  

Building Type Number of marked spaces* Number of enlarged but unmarked spaces**   

Residential 10% of total off-street parking provision 1 Space per 10 dwellings 

*  Parking spaces designated for use by disabled people should be 2.4m wide by 4.8m long with a zone 1.2m wide provided 

between designated spaces and at the rear outside the traffic zone, to enable a disabled driver or passenger to get in or out of a 

vehicle and access the boot safely. 

 

** Enlarged standard spaces 3.6m wide by 6m long that can be adapted to be parking spaces designated for use by disabled 

people to reflect changes in local population needs and allow for flexibility of provision in the future.  This should be applied when 

the utilisation of existing marked bays reaches 80% occupancy. 
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3. PART ONE The guidance on residential development in Ealing 

 

3A Car Parking  

 
The following provision of car spaces for disabled car users (described here as disabled parking spaces) will be sought as part of 
all development proposals.  It is noted that these standards represent a minimum requirement, but more spaces will be required by 
the local planning authority if it is apparent that the amount is insufficient, e.g. if the Green Travel Plan demonstrates that the 
parking provision would not accommodate the number of disabled users (both visitors and employees) of the building who need to 
use a car. See SPG 21 Green Travel Plans for more information on Green Travel Plans. The standard is to be applied to all homes 
that are to be 'Lifetime Homes'. The required parking provision must be shown on the application drawings. 
 

3A.1 Numbers of off street parking spaces to be provided for disabled car users 

Parking for residential development 
 
Maximum residential parking standards 
 

Building Type Number of marked spaces* Number of enlarged but unmarked spaces** 

Residential 10% of total off-street 
parking provision 

1 Space per 10 dwellings 

 

*  Parking spaces designated for use by disabled people should be 2.4m wide by 4.8m long with a zone 1.2m wide 

provided between designated spaces and at the rear outside the traffic zone, to enable a disabled driver or 

passenger to get in or out of a vehicle and access the boot safely. 

 

** Enlarged standard spaces 3.6m wide by 6m long that can be adapted to be parking spaces designated for use by 
disabled people to reflect changes in local population needs and allow for flexibility of provision in the future.  This 
should be applied when the utilisation of existing marked bays reaches 80% occupancy. 
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3A.2 On plot’ (non communal) parking2 
 
Where a dwelling has car parking within its individual plot (or title) boundary, at least one parking space length should 
be capable of enlargement to achieve a minimum width of 3.3m 
 
Car parking adjacent to the home should be at least 3.3m, and preferably 3.6m wide.  Alternatively the car parking 
space must be capable of enlargement to 3.3m, generally by having a 900mm path or garden strip adjacent to a 2.4m 
space. 

 
 

3A.3 Communal or shared parking3 
 
The minimum size of a disabled car parking space is 4.8m x 2.4m with a 1.2m circulation space to the side and rear. 
 
Where parking is provided by communal or shared bays, spaces with a width of 3.3m, in accordance with the 
specification below, should be provided, and with a proportion of the spaces capable of enlargement to a width of 
3.6m (in line with that stipulated by BS8300:2009). 
 
The access route between the parking and communal entrance (or in the case of basement parking, the lift core) 
should maintain a minimum clear width of 1.2m. 
 
The parking area should have a level circulation space with no gradient exceeding 1:60 and/pr no crossfall for 
drainage exceeding 1:40.4 

                                                           
2 This is taken from Lifetime Homes (LTH) Criterion 1a – ‘On plot’ (non-communal) parking and Code for Sustainable Homes – 
Checklist Hea 4 (link) 
3 This is taken from LTH Criterion 1b – Communal or shared parking and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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3A.4 Parking for wheelchair housing development┼ 
 
Where some dwellings in a development are designated as “wheelchair housing”, any specific parking for such 
dwellings should be in addition to those provided in respect of this Lifetime Home Criterion. 
Good practice recommendations that exceed, or are in addition to, the above requirements 

 Increase the width of these spaces from 3300mm to 3600mm┼ 

 Increase the length of these spaces from 4800 to 6000mm┼ 

 Where feasible, design the communal parking layout and adjacent spaces to enable some further additional 
spaces to be widened in the future. 

Where a Local Planning Authority wishes to ensure that adequate parking provision is made for disabled people they 
may wish to consider a planning condition that requires a Parking Management Plan (Appendix 2). 

 
 

3A.5 Communal Car Parking Management Plans 
 
The parking management plan should include a mechanism to ensure that the supply and demand of wider bays/blue 
badge bays are regularly monitored and provision reviewed, to ensure that provision equates to any change in the 
demand from disabled residents and visitors and that the bays are effectively enforced to stop abuse by non blue 
badge holders.  The needs of residents who occupy a home designated for wheelchair users and any residents who 
hold a blue badge and occupy any other home should be addressed. 
 

 
 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
4
 Lifetime Home (LTH) Revised Criteria July 2010 
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3B Approaches 

 

The space between the parking bay and the entrance to the building needs to be carefully designed to aid ease of access.  The 

following criteria apply to all homes where parking is proposed within the curtilage of the development (but not adjacent to the 

home).  Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted with a ┼. 

3B.1 Design, distance, gradient and width of route from parking to dwelling 
 

Developers should seek to satisfy the following criteria: 

 The distance from the car parking space to the dwelling entrance (or relevant block entrance or lift core), should 
be kept to a minimum (no more than 50m).  

 The distance from visitors parking to relevant entrances should be as short (define distance if appropriate) as 
practicable and be level or gently sloping. 

 Where the topography prevents a level slope, a maximum gradient of 1:12 is permissible on an individual slope 
of less than 5m, or 1:15 if this slope is between 5m and 10m, or 1:20 where it is more than 10m. 

 Paths should be a minimum width of 900mm. 

 Ensure ease of approach to the home by car, wheelchair or intermediate vehicle with good cover at the point of 
transfer and good protection from the elements at the individual or common entrance. ┼ 

 Dwellings with a communal external entrance: where there is no direct external ground-floor entrance, ensure 
that parking provision is provided in the form of designated parking space for each wheelchair user dwelling, off 
street or kerbside, that it is nominally level, and can enable transfer to and from vehicle. ┼ 

 Any additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing  ┼ 

 Garages: owing to their confined nature, garages are less suitable than carports. Where provided, ensure that 
minimum area and height are as indicated with nominally level floor surface, and automatic door operation. 
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3B.2 Approach to all entrances5 
 
In addition to the above requirements relating to the approach to entrances from car parking, all approaches 
to the entrances should seek to achieve the following: 

 A level or gently sloping approach (not more than 1:20 gradient).  

 The path should be 1800mm wide (for wheelchairs to pass in opposite directions)┼ 

 Footpaths should be smooth but slip resistant, of 1200 mm minimum width and with adequate space to 
negotiate obstacles, turn and pass. 

 Footpath edges should incorporate protective edgings, kerbs or rails where footpaths are significantly 
higher than adjacent ground levels or where adjacent ground significantly falls away. 

 Ensure that gradients to footpaths or routes within a development do not exceed the distance or ratio 
shown below. Ensure that maximum length of slope is limited to suit the gradient with top, bottom and, 
where required, intermediate landings, all as illustrated. 

 Cross falls should not exceed 1 in 50 on paving, whether dedicated to pedestrian use or shared with 
vehicles. 

 Where crossings are provided these should have flush junctions or shallow gradients and avoid 
gratings or channels which could trap wheels or footrests. 

 

Application Requirements 

Parking provision should be detailed on the application drawings. It is vital to explain how the distances from the home and any 

slope have been kept to a minimum in the Design & Access Statement.  Where unavoidable, the gradient of any slope should be 

justified in the Design & Access Statement. 

 

                                                           
5 This is taken from LTH Criterion 3 Approaches to all entrances and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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3C Entrances 

 

The following section offers guidelines the entrance to the common entrance and individual entrance needs to be designed to 

enable wheelchair users and those with ambulant difficulties to use entrances independently. The following criteria apply to 

common entrances and individual entrances.  Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted with a ┼. 

3C Entrances6 
All entrances should:  
a) Be illuminated  
b) Have level access over the threshold; and  
c) Have effective clear opening widths and nibs as specified below.  
In addition, main entrances should also:  
d) Have adequate weather protection*  
e) Have a level external landing.* 

 

The common entrances to any multi-unit residential development should be treated in the same way as the entrance to a public 

building. 

                                                           
6 This is taken from LTH Criterion 4 Entrances and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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 3C.1 

 

Developers should seek to satisfy the following criteria: 

 Wherever possible a concierge station should be provided at the common entrance to a block. 

 The route should be  weather protected 

 The number of doors along this route should be kept to a minimum 

 any door should provide a minimum effective width of 800mm and their opening weight should not exceed 30N 

 The entrance to an individual dwelling, to gardens, balconies and terraces should also have level thresholds ┼ 
and provide a clear effective width of at least 800mm and their opening weight should not exceed 30N. 

 Ensure that any entrance door can be operated and negotiated independently  

 Ensure that callers who are wheelchair users can reach and use bell, entry phone and postal plate 

 

3C.2 

 

In addition to the above requirements relating to entrances  

 Ensure that ramps, there unavoidable, are not steeper than 1 in 15 and not longer than 5000 mm 

 Landing should be level, 1500mm x 1500 mm minimum, but ensure 1200 mm depth clear of any outward door 
swing. Provide side protection where ground level is below path or landing level.┼ 

 Canopy should be a minimum 1200mm x 1500 mm extending beyond door on lock side and at a maximum 
height of 2300 mm. 

 Adequate lighting of transfer area, route to entrance and entrance itself. ┼ 

 Where wheelchair dwellings are above the ground floor, lifts should be as detailed in BS 8300. A second lift 
should be accessible to and from wheelchair user dwellings for use when the first or core lift is undergoing 
maintenance or is out of service.┼ 

 Ensure that the wheelchair user in their own home can enter, manoeuvre outdoor chair to transfer to indoor 

chair, and reverse the process when leaving outdoor or indoor chair on charge, approach door to receive, 

deliveries, retrieve post, open door to visitors, manoeuvre and return into living areas  respond to callers and 

visitors without going to the door.┼ 

 Provision should be made for the storage and recharging of a battery-operated wheelchair. A space to store and 

charge an electric wheelchair (at least 800x1200mm) should be provided as an extension to the circulation 
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space of the dwelling. Consideration should be given to how the facility is accessed and used, to guarantee 

sufficient manoeuvring space of 1100x1700mm. ┼ 

 

Application Requirements 

The threshold over all entrances should be shown in cross-section on the application drawings. The cover over the main entrance 

and the position of lighting units to all entrances should be shown on the application drawings. Details of the means of illumination 

should be explained in the Design & Access Statement. 

 

3D Communal Routes, Communal Stairs and Lifts 

 

The following section offers guidelines to common parts of the building routes, communal stairs and lifts.  These need to be 

designed to enable wheelchair users and those with ambulant difficulties to use all common parts of the buildings independently.  

Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted with a † 

3D Communal Routes 

 Corridors in common parts should have a clear width of at least 1200mm.  

 The number of doors along their length should be kept to a minimum should held open. 

 doors should provide a clear effective width of at least 800mm with opening weight not exceeding 30N. 
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3D.1 Communal Stairs7  
Principal access stairs should provide easy access in accordance with the specification below, regardless of whether 
or not a lift is provided.  
Where communal stairs are provided, the following criteria should be satisfied: 

 A uniform rise not more than 170mm.   

 A uniform going not less than 250mm.   

 A continuous handrail which should extend 300mm beyond the top and bottom step.   

 The handrail height should be 900mm from each nosing.   

3D.2 

 

Communal Lifts8  
Where a dwelling is reached by a lift, it should be fully accessible in accordance with the specification below. 
The Council will also encourage the provision of lift(s) in residential blocks.   

Where provided lifts should comply with the following criteria. 

 A clear landing area of at least 1.5m x 1.5m should be provided in front of the entrance.   

 The doors to the lift should have a clear opening of at least 800mm.   

 The passenger car itself should be at least 1100mm wide and 1400mm in length.   

 The lift should have a minimum load capacity of 400kg.   

 Lift controls should be positioned between 900mm and 1200mm from the floor and 400mm from the lift’s 
internal front wall.   

 Tactile indication should be available on or adjacent to lift buttons. 

 A signalling system which gives visual notification that the lift is answering a landing call and a dwell time of 5 

                                                           
7 This is taken from LTH Criterion 5a Communal Stairs and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 

 

8 This is taken from LTH Criterion 5b Communal Lifts and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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seconds could also be incorporated into its design.  

 

In addition to the above general requirements, there are specific requirements for applications of different size.  

 

3D.3 Minor applications 

For Minor applications (less than 10 units) a lift car measuring 900x1250mm (internally) is acceptable or, at the very 

least, the space to fit one at some future date. 

 

3D.4 Major applications┼ 

Where an entrance core serves 10 or more units a lift with internal dimensions of at least 1100x1400mm will be 

required 

 Where a development comprises 20 units or more but is served by a number of entrance cores (each serving 
less than 10 units) a lift will be required in at least 50% of those cores (internal dimensions at least 1100x1400). 
In the remaining cores the space to retrofit a similar vertical rise lift will be required. 

 
Application Requirements 

Common routes, communal stairs and lifts should be detailed on the application drawings. 
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3E  Internal Doorways and Halls 

 

The following section offers guidelines on internal doorways and halls need to be designed to enable wheelchair users and those 

with ambulant difficulties to use the residential unit independently.  The following criteria apply to internal doors and halls.  

Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted by ┼. 

3E  Internal doorways and hallways9  

Movement in hallways and through doorways should be as convenient to the widest range of people, including those 

using mobility aids or wheelchairs, and those moving furniture or other objects. As a general principle, narrower 

hallways and landings will need wider doorways in their sidewalls.  

 

3E.1 

 

 The entrance door must always be at least 800mm in width (clear opening).   

 The minimum clear width of a corridor should be 900mm.   

 There should be 300mm to the side of the leading edge of doors on the entrance level. 

 Ensure direct connection to external spaces by an easily operated but secure door, as access to private or 
shared gardens and as escape in emergency. Using outdoor spaces for consideration of balconies. 

 Ensure that internal doors including those storage spaces can be operated conveniently. 

 Door has clear effective width of 900 mm. 

 There should be 550 mm space beside lock edge of door opening ┼ 

 Entry phone should provide visual display to supplement audible response.┼ 

                                                           
9 This is taken from LTH Criterion 6. Internal doorways and hallways and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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 Space within the entrance area to manoeuvre wheelchair and transfer to a second chair, to store the other 
chair, or leave on charge outside the circulation area.┼ 

 To approach and open door, receive visitors and allow them to enter, then turn to return into home.┼ 

 Provide for visual observation of callers.┼ 

 Entry phone at front entrance doors to individual dwellings.┼ 

 Install or make suitable provision for third operating point in kitchen (larger houses).┼ 

 Corridors should have a minimum width of 900mm, or 1200mm wide where 90 degrees turn is necessary, and 

1500mm wide where a 180 degrees turn is necessary. The minimum pinch point admissible is 900mm. ┼ 

 

Internal widths and corridors should conform to the following table:   

Doorway clear opening 

width (mm) 

Corridor/passageway width (mm) 

750 or wider 900 (when approach is head-on) 

750 1200 (when approach is not head-on) 

775 1050 (when approach is not head-on) 

900 900 (when approach is not head-on) 

 

Internal widths and corridors should conform 
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Application Requirements 

Halls and corridors should be detailed on application drawings. 

 

3F Using Living spaces 

 

All living spaces should be accessible to wheelchair users and ambulant disabled needs to be designed to enable independent use.  

The following criteria apply to all rooms.  Additional requirement for wheelchair housing are denoted with a †. 

3F. Ensure that a room can accommodate the usual range of furniture with space for a wheelchair-using member of the 

household to circulate and transfer from wheelchair to seating. 

Circulation Space 

3F.1 Living rooms/areas and dining rooms/areas 

 Living rooms/areas and dining rooms/areas should be capable of having either a clear turning circle of 1500mm 
diameter, or a turning ellipse of 1700mmx 1400mm.   

 Where dwelling layout plans include furniture layouts, occasional items of furniture (typically coffee tables and 
side tables) can be within or overlap these turning zones.   

 Where movement between furniture is necessary for essential circulation (e.g. to approach other rooms, or the 
window) a clear width of 750mm between items should be possible. 

 

3F.2 Kitchens 

 Kitchens should have a clear width of 1200mm between kitchen unit fronts / appliance fronts and any fixed  

obstruction opposite (such as other kitchen fittings or walls).  ┼ 
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 This clear 1200mm should be maintained for the entire run of the unit, worktop and/or appliance.┼ 

 

3F.3 Bedrooms 

Ensure that there is space in all bedrooms to accommodate the normal range of bedroom furniture, and for the 

wheelchair-using member of the household to enter approach and transfer to beds, approach and use other furniture 

and operate windows. 

 

3F.4 Inside Bedroom 

 The main bedroom in a dwelling should be capable of having a clear space, 750mm wide, to both sides and the 
foot of a standard sized double bed. 

 Other bedrooms should be capable of having a clear space, 750mm wide, to one side of the bed.   

 A clear width of 750mm should also be provided at the foot of the bed. 

 Adjacent to bed head to provide: TV and FM aerial and power socket outlets, room light switch, two-way with 
door switch, entry phone point and telephone point. 

 bathroom by means of full-height knock-out panel, a door with  panel over in full-height frame or fully detailed 

 door.┼ 

 Provision for future hoist installation in main bedroom – strengthen ceiling to allow run into bathroom, provide 
conduit and provide electrical wiring in roof space over.┼ 
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3.F.5 

 

Moving around inside; storing things 

 Ensure that wheelchair users can conveniently manoeuvre, approach and negotiate all doors within circulation 
areas and approach and use storage off circulation areas 

 There should be 1500mm x 1500mm landing to allow for a 1200mm door opening. 

 The main door should be 800mm wide 

 The approach space should allow space to approach and pass through door. 

 There should be a level and accessible threshold. 

 A sole leaf, or where paired the main leaf, secure locking system offering operation on latch,  security from 
outside when required, simple operation from inside without key at all times.  

 The lock should be between 800–900 mm with handles at 900–1000 mm high. 

  Secondary leaf secures multi-locking (independent of main leaf) by single inside handle at 900–1000 mm high. 

 There should be a stay to prevent door over opening or slamming. 

 There should be a closing pull at 900–1000 mm high  

 accessible lighting controls in relation to door and external and internal routes, with operation of external lights  

 

Application Requirements 

The circulation space should be detailed on application drawings. 
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3G Potential for entrance level bed space 

 

3G. Potential for entrance level bed-space 10 

In dwellings with two or more storeys, with no permanent bedroom on the entrance level, there should be space on the 

entrance level that could be used as a convenient temporary bed-space. 

 

Application Requirements 

The potential bed-space should be shown on the application drawings.

                                                           
10 This is taken from LTH Criterion 9 Temporary bed space and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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3H Entrance level WC and shower drainage 

 

3H Entrance level WC and shower drainage 11 

Where an accessible bathroom, in accordance with Criterion 14, is not provided on the entrance level of 

a dwelling, the entrance level should have an accessible WC compartment, with potential for a shower 

to be installed  

 

3H.1  The sitting room (or family room) should be at entrance level. 
 
In smaller units, on more than one storey, this should reflect the model as recommended in Approved 

Document M for dwellings. 

In all single storey dwellings and any dwelling with 3 bedrooms or more the entrance level WC should be 

wheelchair accessible.  

 The wheelchair user must be able to close the door from within the closet.┼ 

 An outward opening door will normally be required. ┼ 

 700mm between the WC pan side rim and one sidewall, ┼ 

 1100mm between the WC pan front rim the opposite wall or door.┼ 

 

Application Requirements 

The entrance level toilet facility should be detailed on application drawings. 
                                                           
11 This is taken from LTH Criterion 10  Accommodation at entrance level and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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Explain the waterproofing and drainage arrangements in the Design & Access Statement. 
 

3I W.C and Handrails 

 

The following section offers guidelines for adaptations such as grab rails to be fitted to assist people with disabilities in the WC and 

bathroom.  Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted with † 

3I. WC and bathroom walls12  
Walls in all bathrooms and WC compartments should be capable of firm fixing and support for adaptations such as 
grab rails. 

 

3I.1  Wall reinforcements should be located between 300mm and 1500mm from the floor. 

 

Application Requirements 

 

Explain the wall reinforcements in the Design and Access Statement, 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
12

 This is taken from LTH Criterion  11 WC and bathroom walls and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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3J Stairs and potential through floor lift 

 

The following section offers guidelines for internal changes in level between floors.  These should be designed to enable 

Wheelchair users and those with ambulant difficulties to access all floors of the premises.  The following criteria apply to through-

floor-lifts and stairlift.  Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted with.† 

 

3J Stairs and potential though-floor lift in dwellings 13 
The design within a dwelling of two or more storeys should incorporate both:  
a) Potential for stair lift installation; and,  
b) A suitable identified space for a through-the–floor lift from the entrance level to a storey containing a main bedroom 

and a bathroom satisfying Criterion 3N. 

 

3J.1 Where the dwelling is designed on more than one storey, the design should incorporate: 

a) Provision for a future stair-lift.  

 There should be a minimum of 900mm clear distance between the stair wall and the edge of the opposite stair 
rail or balustrade.  

 Unobstructed landing space is needed at the top and bottom of the stairs.  

 The landing should be as deep as the stairs are wide 
b)   Identified space for potential through-floor lift between the entrance level living space and a sleeping and 
bathroom facility.┼ 

 The internal dimensions of the lift car should measure at least 1200x720mm. ┼ 

  The location within living room and bedroom should not obstruct the effective usability of any those spaces.┼ 

 

                                                           
13 This is taken from LTH Criterion 12 Stairs and potential through floor lift in dwellings and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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Application Requirements 

Apply to all homes where the accommodation is spread across more than one floor and which are to be 'Lifetime Homes’. Explain 

how the design would allow for the future provision of a stair lift in the Design & Access Statement. Show the position for a potential 

'through the floor’ lift as part of the floor plans on the application drawings. 

 

3K Potential for future fitting of hoists and bedroom / bathroom relationship 

 

The following section offers guidelines on future fitting of hoists between bedroom and bathroom designed to maintain the 

independence of the occupant.  The following criteria apply to all homes.  Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are 

denoted with † 

3K. Potential for future fitting of hoists and bedroom / bathroom relationship 
14

 

Structure above a main bedroom and bathroom ceilings should be capable of supporting ceiling hoists and the design 

should provide a reasonable route between this bedroom and the bathroom 

 

K.1  The design should provide for a discreet route (one that maintains the dignity of the user) for a potential ceiling-
track hoist from a main bedroom to the bathroom. 

 |In accessible bathrooms or toilet facilities with provision for accessible shower. 

 

                                                           
14 This is taken from LTH Criterion 13 Hoists and showers and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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Application Requirements 

The route of the potential hoist should be detailed on application drawings. Services provided should be detailed in the Design and 

Access Statement. 

Example of Bathroom Layout Copyright Habinteg Housing Association 
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3L Bathrooms 
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The following section offers guidelines for bathroom layouts needs to be carefully designed to aid ease of access.  The following 
criteria apply to all homes.  Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted with † 
 
 

3L Bathrooms 

 
 

3L. Bathrooms15 

An accessible bathroom, providing ease of access in accordance with the specification below, should be provided in 

every dwelling on the same storey as a main bedroom 

 

3L.1  The bathroom layout should be designed to incorporate ease of access, probably from a side approach, to the 
bath and WC.  

 A turning circle of 1500mm should be provided in the bathroom. 

 An outward opening door, and 1100mm between the front rim of the WC pan and the opposite wall.  
 

 

Application Requirements 

The floor plans should detail the layout of the accessible bathroom. 

 

                                                           
15 This is taken from LTH Criterion 14 Bathrooms and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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3M Windows 

 

Windows need to be easily accessed by wheelchair users and those with ambulant difficulties and restricted height or movement.  

The following criteria apply to all homes.  Additional requirements for Wheelchair Housing are denoted with † 

3M Glazing and window handle heights16 
 Windows in the principal living space (typically the living room), should allow people to see out when seated. In 
addition, at least one opening light in each habitable room should be approachable and usable by a wide range of 
people – including those with restricted movement and reach  (see Note 1)  
Living room window glazing should begin at 800 mm or lower, and windows should be easy to open/operate; 

 

3M.1 

 

 Ensure independent control of opening windows, passive and mechanical ventilation to requirements of 
Building Regulations and to reasonable level of comfort.  

 Ensure balance of daylight, views out, privacy and security. 

 Ensure that wheelchair user can approach window to operate controls for opening and ventilation. 

 Ensure single operating handle within reach, controlling both ventilation and full opening and closing positions 
while maintaining security in ventilation as well as closed positions. 

 install manual or powered window-opening gear with accessible handle to control main or most appropriate 
opening 

 Ensure that windows opening out over paths do not create hazards. 

 Ensure that glazing line to windows in living, dining and bedrooms is no higher than 800 mm. 

 Avoid full-width transoms (horizontal divisions) between 800 and 1500 mm high. 

                                                           
16 This is taken from LTH Criterion 15 Glazing and window handle heights and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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Application Requirements                                                                                                                                      

The windows should be detailed on the application drawings. The operational fittings should be detailed in the Design & Access 

Statement. 

 

3N Location of service controls 

 
The location service controls need to be carefully designed so that wheelchair users and people with ambulant difficulties or 
restricted movement can operate services independently.  The following criteria apply to all homes.  Additional requirements for 
Wheelchair Housing are denoted with †. 
 

3N Location of service controls 17 

Service controls should be within a height band of 450mm to1200mm from the floor and at least 300mm away from 

any internal room corner. 

 

                                                           
17 This is taken from LTH Criterion 16 Utilities and Code for Sustainable Homes – Checklist Hea 4 
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3N.1 

 

 Utilities, including switches, sockets, ventilation and service controls, should be at a height useable by all (i.e. 
between 450mm and 1200mm from the floor). 

 Post boxes, recycling and general bin stores serving a group of apartments located no more than 50m ┼ 

 bins and boxes should be accessible 

 Ensure that all essential controls are easily manipulated or operated┼ 

 Ensure control and read the following: mains water stopcock, gas and electricity main switches and consumer 
units.┼ 

 Provide essential isolating stop taps to sink, washing machine, WC and shower┼ 

 Flexible plumbing to all adjustable fittings.┼ 

 Full plate or large rocker light switches, two-way where required and set at 900 mm high maximum.┼ 

 Where pull switches are required, provide large pull at 900 mm high maximum and cord-restraining eye.┼ 

 Sockets with large switches, on outer ends of double sockets at 700 mm high minimum.  

 Worktops set sockets at 100 mm above worktop level.  

 Where worktop height is adjustable fit laboratory-type sockets to worktop should be used┼ 

 Telephone sockets in entrance, living room, kitchen, main bedroom and upper level circulation should be at   
700 mm or to match general socket outlets. 

 Provide supply to future powered elements identified as Requirements in previous activities, such as entry 
phone and door openers. 

 Ensure that heating controls, such as boiler ignition, programmer/timer/pump, thermostat, are within reach and 
easily read and operated.┼ 

 Install low-surface-temperature radiators in bathrooms, WCs and restricted circulation areas.  

 Ensure that thermostatic valves are outside casing. 

 Ensure that hot water temperature does not exceed 43° at any fitting. 

 Provision for personal alarm, fire alarms and for installation of intruder alarm by occupant. 
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  Ensure that door construction permits subsequent fixing of pulls or other fittings. 

 Ensure doors easily operated handles, pulls, latches and catches at 800–1000 mm high.┼ 

 Ensure that locking/indicator devices are easily manipulated inside and outside in emergency.┼ 

 Ensure that inward-opening doors to bathrooms, WC and showers can be easily opened outwards ┼ 

 Double-swing doors18, whether single to rooms or paired to suit a hoist track, should be considered carefully.  

 Self-closing fittings such as spring hinges should provide gentle closing pressure, and door protection may be 
needed against damage from wheelchairs.┼ 

 Ensure self closing doors opening pressure not to exceed 15 Newtons at the leading edge of the door.┼ 

 

Application Requirements 

The location of fittings should be detailed in the Design and Access Statement. 

 

Application Requirements 

 

The table below provides a summary checklist of the application requirements for each element of the development: 

 Application Drawings Design and Access Statement 

3A Car Parking ● Number of spaces 

3B Approaches 
 

● Justification for ramps/steps 

                                                           
18

 These criteria are from Wheelchair Housing Design Guidance  -   13.1.10 
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3C Entrances 
 

● lumination 

3D Communal Routes, Communal Stairs 
and Lifts 

●  

3E  Internal Doorways and Halls 
 

●  

3F Using Living spaces 
 

● 
Show turning circles in rooms 

 

3G Potential for entrance level bed space ●  

3H Entrance level WC and shower 
drainage 

● Drainage 

3I W.C and Handrails 
 

 Wall reinforcements 

3J Stairs and potential through floor lift 
 

● 

show potential space for through floor lift 

stairlift 

3K Potential for future fitting of hoists and 
bedroom / bathroom relationship 

● Services provided 

3L Bathroom 
 

●  

3M Windows 
 

● Operational fittings 

3N Location of service controls  Location of fittings 
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4 PART TWO   Non-residential 

 

4A Car Parking 

 
The following minimum provision of disabled parking spaces will be sought as part of all development proposals.  It is noted that 
these standards represent a minimum requirement, but more spaces will be required by the local planning authority if it is apparent 
that the amount is insufficient, e.g. if the Green Travel Plan demonstrates that the parking provision would not accommodate the 
number of disabled users (both visitors and employees) of the building who need to use a car. See SPG 21 Green Travel Plans for 
more information on Green Travel Plans.   
 
Parking for Blue Badge holders19 

Developments should provide at least one accessible on or off street car parking bay designated for Blue Badge holders, even if no 

general parking is provided.  Any development providing off-street parking should provide at least two bays designated for Blue 

Badge holders.  BS 8300:2009 provides advice on the number of designated off street parking bays for disabled people for different 

building types as shown in the table below.  As these standards are based on a percentage of the total number of parking bays 

careful assessment will be needed in locations where maximum parking standards are reached to ensure that these percentages 

make adequate provision for disabled people.  The appropriate number will vary with the size, nature and location of the 

development, the levels of on and off street parking and the accessibility of the local area.  However, designated parking spaces 

should be provided for each disabled employee and for other disabled people visiting the building. 

                                                           
19

 Table  6.2  Car Parking London Plan 
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Table 6.2 Car parking standards 

Designated Blue Badge parking bays 

recommended in  

BS 8300:2009   

Building Type Provision from the outset  Future provision 
 

 number of spaces* for each 
employee who is a disabled 
motorist 
 

for visiting disabled 
motorists 
 

number of enlarged 
standard spaces** 
 

Workplaces one space  5% of the total 

capacity 

a further 5% of the 

total 

Shopping, recreation  

and leisure facilities 

one space space 6% of the total 

capacity 

a further 4% of the 

total capacity 

railway buildings one space 5% of the total 

capacity 

a further 5% of the 

total capacity 

religious buildings and crematoria two spaces or 6% whichever is the 

greater 

 a further 4% of the 

total capacity 

sports facilities determined according to the usage of 

the sports facility*** 

  

 

* Parking spaces designated for use by disabled people should be 2.4m wide by 4.8m long with a zone 1.2m wide 
provided between designated spaces and at the rear outside the traffic zone, to enable a disabled driver or 
passenger to get in or out of a vehicle and access the boot safely. 
** Enlarged standard spaces 3.6m wide by 6m long that can be adapted to be parking spaces designated for use by 
disabled people to reflect changes in local population needs and allow for flexibility of provision in the future. 

*** Further detailed guidance on parking provision for sports facilities can be found in the Sport England publication Accessible 

Sports Facilities  
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Underground car park should have minimum height of 2.6m 

 
Individual car parking spaces should measure 4.8m x 2.4m.  Disabled parking bays (off-street) should also measure 4.8m x 2.4m, 
with an additional 1.2m wide transfer strip along one side of the bay which could be shared by two bays (for dimensions for on-
street disabled bays see BS 8300:2009).  This transfer strip allows the driver or passenger to transfer easily between car and 
wheelchair.  Where space permits a 1.2m safety strip should also be provided at the rear of the car parking space to give access to 
the boot and for cars with rear hoists (see BS 8300:2009).  Such bays should be clearly signposted and marked on the ground, 
using the British Standard Wheelchair symbol.  The transfer zone will be protected by hatched markings. 
 
DIAGRAM 1 – Parking designated for Disabled People (non-residential) Source: Part M Building Regulations 2004 revised 

2010 ODPM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Safety Zone 

Transfer Strip 
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In larger car parks, wider bays should also be provided for users with push-chairs and small children.  These can be designated 

with the ‘We Welcome Small Children’ campaign symbol.  

In addition to the above, developers should also seek to satisfy the following criteria:  

 The car park surface should be firm, smooth, even and free from loose stones.  Inappropriate materials might include 
cobbles, sand, and loose gravel.  The surface of the designated bay and surrounding area should allow safe transfer of a 
passenger or driver to a wheelchair, and transfer from the parking area to the access route. 

 Bays designated for wheelchair users should be clearly signposted at the car park entrance. Accessible bays should 
normally be located close to the entrance of the building (within 50m if uncovered and within 100m if covered). 

 Between the parking area, and routes to buildings, kerbs should be dropped, allowing access for wheelchair users. 

 If disabled people need to obtain tickets for pay and display parking, the ticket dispensing machine should be located near 
designated parking bays, and usable by people in wheelchair (see BS. 8300:2009 for further details).  

 

Height restriction20 

Any vehicle height barrier should provide a vertical clearance on level ground of 2.6 m from the carriageway to allow the passage of 

high-top conversion vehicle. Alternatively, a facility should exist thereby the user of a   high-top conversion can make arrangements 

to pass through the barrier. 

The vertical clearance of 2.6 m should be maintained from the entrance of the car park to (and including) the designated parking 

spaces and exits from those spaces. The effect of driving a long wheelbase vehicle over any humps or onto a slope should be 

taken into account when checking the effective vertical clearance. 

Height restrictions should be clearly signposted, at a point before drivers begin to enter the car park. For existing car parks, if it is 

not feasible to maintain the recommended vertical clearance along the route, there should be directions to suitable alternative 

designated parking spaces 

                                                           
20

 BS8300  revised in 2009 
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Setting Down Point21 

If feasible, a designated setting-down point suitable for disabled passengers should be provided in addition to the designated 

parking spaces.  The surface of the footway, alongside a setting-down point, should be level with the carriageway at that point, to 

allow convenient transfer to and from a building. A designated setting-down point suitable for disabled passengers should be 

provided on firm and level ground, close to the accessible entrance to a building. Its location should be clearly indicated. This 

setting-down point should be provided in addition to designated parking spaces near entrances for disabled passengers in taxis or 

dial-a-ride vehicles. If feasible, a short-term waiting area for drivers of vehicles picking up disabled passengers or a disabled driver 

waiting for passengers should also be provided in addition to the setting-down point. 

The surface of the footway, alongside a setting-down point, should be level with the carriageway at that point, to allow convenient 

transfer into and from a wheelchair. 

In addition, an area of the footway with a kerb should be assigned as a setting-down/picking-up point for people using taxis and 

other vehicles that have ramps designed to transfer directly to the footway. 

If feasible, a setting-down point should be covered to provide protection from the weather. 

Communal Transport 

http://www.accesscode.info/external/5_16c.htm 

External environments 

                                                           
21

 BS8300 revised 2009 

 

http://www.accesscode.info/external/5_16c.htm
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5.16 Recommended parking bays for mini buses 
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4B Pavements, Footways and Pedestrian Areas22 

 

All routes used by pedestrians should: 

 Be at least 2000mm wide (Whilst the Council will seek to achieve this as a minimum standard, a reduced width of 1,800mm 
as set out in BS 8300:2009 will be accepted where the larger standard is not achievable) to allow people with prams/buggies and 
wheelchairs to pass without difficulty.  Where it is unavoidable obstacles which are positioned on the footpath, should leave a 
minimum clear pavement width of 1200mm – this will cater for most wheelchairs, scooters and double buggies.   

This reduced width of 1200mm should be: 

 For no more than 6m in length around obstructions; 

 Have an even, well-maintained non-slip surface; 

 Be as level as possible, with gradients not exceeding 1 in 20 (crossfall gradient not more than 1 in 50); 

 Have well-defined edges for the benefit of visually impaired persons; 

 Be well signposted with good contrasting colours and clearly defined symbols; 

Provide a direct, well-lit route from A to B. 

                                                           
22

 BS 8300:2009 
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4C Kerbs and Crossings23 

 

At all places where pedestrians are crossing roads or other vehicle carriageways - 

 The kerb should be ramped flush with the carriageway (no up stand should be provided). 

 There should be a gentle gradient (preferably 1:20, but not exceeding 1:12). 

 The area around the ramp should have a textured surface (blister paving) that is easily identified by blind or partially sighted 
people.  Tactile paving should line up with the direction of travel, so that blind people can use it to walk straight across the road.  

 The crossing ramps should be located directly opposite one another across the carriageway. 
 
 Dropped kerb detail at new or totally reconstructed pedestrian crossings24 

 
Where the footway is new or being totally reconstructed the ramp provided should extend over the whole width of the footway and 
have a maximum gradient of 1:9. A tactile surface should also be provided. . 

                                                           
23

 Part M  Building Regulations 2004 revised 2010 

24
 Part M  Building Regulations 2004 revised 2010 
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Diagram of design layout  

 

 

 

The H marking should be applied to all dropped crossings to indicate to motorists that there is a crossing present and not to park 
there. 
If a dropped kerb is provided on one side of the road, a dropped kerb must be provided and aligned on the other side and on any 
intervening central refuges. 
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4D Changing Levels 

 
The approach to a building should be level.  This can usually be achieved if ‘access’ is considered at the earliest stage of design.  If 
a change in level is unavoidable, it will be necessary to provide sloped access in accordance with the standards identified below.  
As some disabled people have difficulty using ramps, it is undesirable for a ramp to be the only approach to a building. 
(i) External Ramps25 

External ramps should be used only where a level approach cannot be achieved, i.e. where site constraints necessitate an 

approach steeper than 1 in 20.  The provision of external ramps should comply with the following criteria: 

 Ramps should be 1800mm wide. (Whilst the Council will seek to achieve this width as a minimum, a reduced width of 
1200mm as set out in BS 8300:2009 will be acceptable where is can be demonstrated that the larger standard is not 
achievable).  

 Ramps must never exceed a slope of 1:12, and have a preferred slope of 1:20.  

 No slope should have a going exceeding 10m if the gradient is 1:20, 5m if 1:15 and 2m if 1:12. 

 Ramps should have level platforms every 10m if the gradient is 1:20, every 5m if 1:15 and every 2m if 1:12, which act as 
resting places where wheelchair users can take a breather – see drawing below. 

 Ramps should have a level unobstructed platform measuring 1800mm x 1800mm at the top (minimum 1200mm). 

 Ramps should have handrails positioned on both sides of the ramp. 

 Handrails should be positioned 900mm – 1000mm above the ramp and landing levels (see also D(iii)). 

      The surface of the ramp should reduce the risk of slipping, whilst also ensuring that steering (of wheelchair) is not         
constrained. 

 A ramped approach should either be readily apparent or clearly sign posted. 

 An alternative means of access should be provided for wheelchair users when the total rise is greater than 2m. 

                                                           
25

 Part M  Building Regulations 2004 revised 2010 
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5 m 

1:15 333mm 

 

2 m 1:12 166mm 

 

 

Notes: For goings between 2m and 10m, it is acceptable to interpolate between the maximum gradients, i.e. 1:14 for a 4m 

Going or 1:19 for a 9m going (see Diagram 3) 

(ii) External Steps26 

Where it is necessary for pedestrians to change level, a short ramp of gentle gradient is preferred.  If a steep or long ramp has to 

be used, steps should be provided as an alternative. 

The provision of stairs/steps should comply with the following guidelines: 

 The unobstructed width (i.e. between handrails) of a stepped access route should be at least 1000mm. 

 A level landing should be provided at the top and bottom of each flight. 

 The top landing of the steps should have a corduroy tactile surface, to give advance warning of the change in any level. A 
corduroy hazard warning surface, 800mm deep, at the top and bottom landings is required. The purpose of corduroy surface is 
to warn visually impaired people of the presence of specific hazards, i.e. the positioning of the top and bottom of stairs.  It 
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(corduroy surface) should never be used at pedestrian crossing points, or to warn of other obstacles.  The surface should be 
laid so that the bars run traversal across the direction of pedestrian travel.  If the steps are in the direct line of pedestrian travel 
the surface should be laid to a depth of 800mm.  If a pedestrian would have to make a conscious turn to encounter them, then a 
depth of 400mm is acceptable.  The surface should extend at least 400mm beyond the width of the steps on either side. 

 Step nosings should be distinguishable through contrasting brightness. 

   The going of treads must measure at least 280mm.  Whilst the Council will seek to achieve this standard, the Council will require 

that at a minimum the standards set out as follows in BS 8300:2009 are achieved (The goings for a step should be 250 mm to 

300 mm, with a preference for 300mm).    

 Materials for treads should   not present a slip hazard.  

 Risers (i.e. height of step) must not exceed 150mm and must not be open. Whilst the Council will seek to achieve this standard, 

the Council will require that at a minimum the standards set out in BS 8300:2009 are achieved (The preferred range in British 

Standards is 150 mm – 170 mm).  

 The rise of each step should be uniform/consistent throughout the flight. 

 The rise of a flight between landings should contain no more than 12 risers (16 if internal)   

 Steps should have continuous handrails on both sides (see section D(iii) on handrails). 
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DIAGRAM 4 – Stepped access – Source: Part M Building Regulations 2004 revised 2010, ODPM 
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DIAGRAM 7 – Handrail design – Source: Part M Building Regulations 2004 revised 2010 ODPM,  
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(iii) Handrails27 

 Should be continuous on both sides of ramp or steps. 

 Should be positioned 900 - 1000mm above surface level and extend at least 300mm beyond both the top and bottom of the 

ramp or steps. 

 Should be circular or oval and be is easy to grip, with a diameter of approximately 40-50mm.  There should also be a clearance 

of at least 50-60 mm between the handrail and any adjacent wall surface.  

 Should end positively either with a rounded end, or return to the wall. 

 In addition, a lower handrail (approximately 600mm) should be provided for children’s use. 

N.B. – care should be taken in designing the sides of ramps and steps to ensure that there is no danger to children from falling or 

getting their heads stuck between banisters. 

 

4E Telephones, Cash points and Vending Machines 

 

Public Telephones -28 

 Should not be fully enclosed as this impedes access. 

 Should provide sufficient clear space in front to manoeuvre a wheelchair (i.e. 1200mm x 1350mm). 
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 Should include phones with handsets no higher than 1400mm, with coin or card slot no higher than 1100mm. 

 Should be equipped with amplifiers and induction couplers for the benefit of those with impaired hearing. 

  A fold down seat should be provided (450mm – 520 mm high) or a perch seat (650 mm to 800 mm high) should be provided   
for the convenience of ambulant disabled people. Drop-down arms should be provided for each seat. 

 

Cash Points -29 

 Controls and operation areas should not exceed 1300mm above floor level.   

 Control buttons should be well spaced and raised. 

 A 1500mm turning space in front of the equipment will provide turning space for wheel chair users.   

 A sound system can indicate each phase to enable use by blind people.   

 Control screens for both telephones and ATM’s should be positioned out of direct sunlight to prevent glare from the screen. 

See the Centre for Accessible Environments publication on ATM’s for further details.  

 

Pillarboxes, vending machines, etc. 30 

 Should also be fully accessible.   Ticket dispensers should comply with BS 8300:2009.  The height above ground of the 

controls for ticket dispensers, and of slots for coins or cards that need to be operated from a wheelchair, should be at least 

750mm and not more than 1200mm. 

 

4F Street Furniture 31 

 

 Must not block the pavement/footway or reduce its effective width. 
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 Should allow a direct route without ‘zig-zagging’. 

 Must be visible to partially sighted people by a contrast in colour and texture. 

 Should be more than average knee-height (i.e. at least 800-1000mm high) to prevent tripping. 

Mobile advertisements and standing signs should not be placed on pavements outside shops, as this can impede the movement of 
partially sighted and blind people. 

Safety barriers must not prevent access by Blue Badge holders to entrances of buildings. 

Waste bins should be approximately 1300mm in height. 

Bollards should be - 

 Approximately 800mm to 1000mm high (and not linked with chains). 

 Tall enough to bump into, but not short enough to fall over. In contrast with the footpath, so as not to blend into the background. 
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4G  Lighting 

 

All pedestrian routes and facilities such as car parks, steps, ramps and precincts should have a high standard of artificial lighting, 

and this should be designed to prevent glare and shadows.  Lighting columns should be located in such a way so as to prevent any 

obstruction. 

 

4H  Signposting32 

 

Information signs should - 

 Form an integral part of the overall design. 

 Be well and evenly lit. 

 Be positioned at a height clearly visible to children and wheelchair users. 

 Content of message should be clear, with character size reflecting the distance at which the message will usually be read.  For 
example for long distance reading, a minimum size of 150mm will be required.  For medium range reading, for example 
direction signs in corridors, a size of 50-100mm would be acceptable.  For close up reading, i.e. a wall mounted information 
sign, a size of 15-25mm is best.  Typeface should normally be Sans Serif and Arabic numbers should be used. 

 Use recognised symbols or simple words. 

 Be positioned against a background of low level light. 

 A matt finish is preferable. 
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 Be translated into appropriate local minority languages. 

 Tactile signage should also be employed where appropriate. 
 
Sign posting should indicate where accessible entrances are located if this is not immediately obvious.   
Appropriate signage is very important in relation to emergencies.  Exit routes must be clearly signposted.  Further information 

regarding signage can be found in JMU’s design guide ‘Sign Design Guide – a guide to inclusive signage’.   
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ENTERING BUILDINGS 

4I Main Entrance33 

 

The concept of ‘Inclusive Design’ seeks to remove barriers without creating separation or special treatment and enables everyone 

to participate equally.  Accordingly the principle entrance to a building should be accessible for all.  Separate access for ambulant 

and non-ambulant people should be avoided. 

The main entrance to a building should - 

 Be easy to identify, covered, and well lit. 

 Provide level access, or where necessary ramps and steps (see section on Changing Levels). 

 Have a flush threshold; (or if unavoidable a threshold of a height not exceeding 15mm). 
 

4J Entrance Doors 34 

 

Entrance doors should comply with the following guidelines: 

 The threshold should be level 

 There should be an effective clear opening of at least 900mm to allow access for larger electric wheelchairs or a double buggy. 

 The space into which the door opens should be unobstructed, on the side next to the leading edge for at least 300mm   
 (see diagram 6 over). 

 Door furniture should be easy to see, grip and operate.  Lever handles positioned 950mm above the ground, or sloping  
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 D-shaped handles which start not more than 750mm from the ground and reach no higher than 950mm at the opening side,       
should be provided.  

 A floor spring or door closer with delayed action should be installed; 

 There should be long glazed vision panels to enable children and wheel-chair users to be seen.  A minimum zone of visibility 
from a height of 900mm to 1500mm from the finished floor level should be provided. 

 Glass doors, windows or any other full height glazing must have contrasting markings (manifested) so that visually impaired 
people can distinguish them. 

 Entrance doors should be light and easy to open. 

 Include a kickplate. 
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Types of door 

Revolving doors should be avoided, as they are rarely suitable for disabled persons.  Revolving doors will only be considered 

where it can be shown that their design has addressed all possible risks to disabled persons and their assistance dogs.  In 

particular, they should be slow moving and large enough to accommodate wheelchair user and helper.   

Automatic sliding doors are often preferred by people with wheelchairs or push chairs.  Where provided, sensors must be adapted 

to respond to varying heights and weights, and must have a reasonable opening time to avoid accidents. 

DIAGRAM 9 – Effective clear width and visibility requirements of doors – Source: Part M Building Regulations (2004 

revised 2010), ODPM 
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4K Entrance Lobbies 35 

 

Should allow for adequate space for wheelchairs and double buggies to manoeuvre without obstruction.  In particular a wheelchair 
user should be able to move clear of one door before using the next one.  There should also be sufficient space for someone 
assisting the wheelchair user. 

 The length and width of the lobby should be at least 1570mm and 1200mm respectively. 

 Doormats must be inset flush with a non-slip floor. 

 Lighting and colour schemes should be used to improve contrast and visibility when moving from the bright light outside into 
the darker interior. 

 Uplighting (lights which shine upwards then reflect down) is preferred by partially sighted people.  

 Columns/ducts or other full height obstructions should not project into the lobby area. 
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INSIDE BUILDINGS 

4L Reception Areas36 

 

Reception areas should be designed in line with the following criteria: 

 The reception point should be located away from the principal entrance where external noises are likely to be a problem for 
those hard of hearing. 

 The reception point should be clearly identifiable from the entrance door or lobby, and the approach to it direct, and free from 
any obstructions.  The receptionist should have a clear view of visitors so that he/she can offer help where necessary. 

 Sufficient space should be provided for adequate circulation of prams, buggies, wheelchairs and people. 

 A section of the reception desks and counters should only be 750mm high, allowing wheel chair users and children to see and 
be seen over the top of them.  In addition, a clear space should be provided below this desk/counter, not less than 700mm. 

 Seats should be available at varying heights, but never lower than 420mm. 

 Induction loops, indicated by a clear visible sign should be available, and staff should be trained in their use.  

 Furniture should be laid out in such a way so as to avoid positioning desks and counters in front of windows. Bright lights 
behind a speaker’s head make it very difficult to lip-read. 

 

Provision for the benefit of people with impaired hearing 

The design of the acoustic environment should ensure that audible info can be heard clearly. 
Public address (PA) systems should be clearly audible and wherever practicable supplemented by visual information. 
In some instances, it may be appropriate to provide an induction loop.  An induction loop is an insulated cable laid around a 

listening area, with a microphone or other input source such as a TV or loop amplifier.  The loop sets up a magnetic field so that the 

person using a hearing aid with a pick-up coil can receive sound without loss or distortion through bad acoustics or extraneous 

noise.  The loop should be able to suppress reverberation, audience or other environmental noise, thereby enabling a hearing aid 
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user to fully benefit from and participate.  Induction loops should be installed, particularly in closed reception areas, churches and 

church halls.  Alternatively an infra red system could be installed.  

 

4M Internal Doors, Corridors & Circulation Space 

 

Doors act as potential barriers for disabled people; therefore their use should be avoided wherever possible.  Where provided, the 

presence of doors, whether open or closed, should be apparent to visually impaired people through careful choice of materials.  In 

particular viewing panels should be provided. For internal doors a minimum clear door width of not less than 900mm37 should be 

provided.  In addition there should be an unobstructed space of at least 300mm between the leading edge of a door and a return 

wall. 

Corridors should be 1500mm (1200mm unobstructed width) wide to allow a wheelchair user to manoeuvre and people to pass.  

Ideally corridors should also have an unobstructed width of at least 1800mm at intervals, to allow wheelchair users to pass each 

other.  Furniture and fittings (e.g. radiators) should not project into corridors. 

Any change in level must be well lit and identified by contrasting colours and texture (see section D).  Any section with a gradient of 

1:20 or steeper should be designed as an internal ramp.   

Internal steps must comply with the same standards as external steps (see section D), to allow good access for the ambulant 

disabled.   
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4N Toilets

 

A minimum of one accessible toilet should be provided on each floor of a building.  Where only one accessible toilet is provided, 

access to this toilet should not be via a single sex facility.  Wherever possible baby changing facilities should be provided in a 

separate cubicle, and not within the wheelchair accessible toilet. 

 

Wheelchair accessible toilets should be designed in line with the following criteria: 

 Wheelchair accessible toilets should be located as close as possible to the entrance and/or waiting area. 

 A clear space of approximately 850mm should be provided next to the toilet (for transfer from a wheelchair to the toilet). 

 The WC seat should be firmly fixed and of a closed type. 

  Grab rails within easy reach of the toilet should be installed.   

 A full-length mirror positioned opposite the toilet-seat, to check dress, should be provided. 

 An automatic flush system employing sensors is preferred.  A push button flush should be avoided. 

 A non-slip floor surface in contrasting colour to the wall. 

 The light switch should be set between 900mm and 1100mm above floor level.   

     A red pull-cord operated alarm bell should be provided (The cord should hang down to floor level and be provided with two red 
bangles of at varying heights).  This alarm should be audible and visible outside the toilet.   

 A toilet paper holder for single handed operation. 

 A coat hook 1,400mm from floor level should be installed. 

 Locks on cubicles should be designed so that they can be operated by people with limited dexterity.   

 Doors should be outward opening and fitted with an emergency release mechanism operated from the outside. 

 Mobile hoists should be provided in commercial buildings.  

 Toilets should not be used as an additional store area. 
 

Diagram 18 Unisex wheelchair accessible toilet Part M Building Regulations (2004 revised 2010), ODPM (and BS 8300:2009)  
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Diagram 18 Unisex wheelchair-accessible toilet with corner W.C 

  

Grab rails - 

 Should be 35mm in diameter and have a good grip when wet. 

 Should be in contrasting colour to the walls. 

 Should be fixed both vertically and horizontally.  

 A drop down rail should be provided next to the WC. 
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Diagram 19 Heights and arrangement of fittings in a unisex wheelchair accessible toilet, Part M Building Regulations 

(2004 revised 2010), ODPM (and BS 8300:2009) 
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Where shower facilities are proposed, i.e. in office buildings, these facilities should be provided independently of accessible toilets, 

so as to avoid conflict of use. 

 Shower areas should have slip resistant surfaces. 

 Shower heads should be height adjustable. 

 Clothes hooks should be positioned low enough for wheelchair users 
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Diagram 24 An Example of a shower room incorporating a corner W.C for individual use 
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Facilities for Small Children and Carer: Baby changing facilities should be provided in a separate cubicle and not within a 

wheelchair accessible toilet.   In addition, facilities should be provided for people to change and wash babies and small children.  

Separate guidelines on Babycare Facilities (SG 17) are available on request from the Planning Policy Team. 

4O Changing Places facilities38 

 

www.changing-places.org 

 Which buildings will this apply to? 

Public Buildings: - Hospitals, Railways Stations, Libraries and Shopping Centres 

All Changing Places facilities will have to fulfil the Changing  

Places criteria as outlined below to be recognised and registered as a Changing Places toilet on this website from 1st June 2013. 
Toilets already on the website by that date will continue to be identified as Changing Places toilets under the old requirements.  
 

The Changing Places consortium appreciates that meeting the 12m2 (3m x 4m) size criteria of the new standard may be difficult in, 

for example, a listed building that cannot be altered. We would recommend that you consult with us before you start planning any 

renovations or adaptations in buildings such as these. Facilities which do not provide all the features in the Changing Places 

Standard section below, or alternative layouts, will not be identified as a Changing Places toilet on our website. However, they may 

still be of benefit to disabled people and their carers, and as such information regarding these facilities may be included on the 

website. 
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All new-builds must follow the 12m2 (3m x4m) guidelines to be registered as a Changing Places toilet on our website from 1st June 

2013 onwards. 

 Where you have not yet started planning for your Changing Places toilet, we would urge you to follow the size guidelines of 12m2 

(3m x 4m) starting today.  

 

 Specialist equipment needed in 

a Changing Places toilet 
Requirements to meet the Changing Places standard 

A height adjustable, adult sized 

changing bench 

The changing bench must be a minimum length of 1.8m.  The bench must be  

Height-adjustable.  The bench can be either free-standing or wall mounted. 

A tracking hoist system, or 

mobile hoist 

A track hoist system (either wall or ceiling mounted) is preferable, providing access to the toilet, 

washbasin, changing bench and open space to transfer 

Adequate space in the changing 

area for the disabled person and 

up to two carers 

The changing places facility must be 3m x 4m or the equivalent floor space of 12m2, with a 

minimum ceiling height of 2.4m 

A centrally placed toilet with 

space either side for the carers 
A peninsular toilet must be provided 

A screen or curtain to allow the 

disabled person and carer some 

privacy 

A dignity screen/curtain should be provided  

Wide tear off paper roll to cover 

the bench  
Wide tear off paper roll must be provided  

A large waste bin for disposable 

pads  
A large waste bin for disposable pads must be provided  
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A non-slip floor   A non-slip floor must be provided 

Washbasin 
A hydraulic/manual or power-operated height-adjustable washbasin should be considered for 
provision  

Shower/floor drain 
A shower/floor drain should be installed in specific relevant types of managed buildings such   
as leisure centres, travel hubs or for specific projects. A shower is not required for all Changing 
Places toilets 
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1. Paper Towel Dispenser 

2. Full Length Mirror 

3. Large sanitary disposal bin, if possible recessed into wall 

4. Alarm reset button 

5. Full room covered track hoist 

6. Vertical grab rail 

7. Drop-down support rails, one with toilet roll holder 

8. Flat-topped close-coupled cistern proving a back rest and a 

colostomy changing surface for standing users.(where high or low 

level cisterns are used, a rail with padded back rest and a separate 

colostomy changing shelf 125mm to 150 deep and preferably 

400mm wide , with its surface 950mm above floor level, should be 

provided 

9. Peninsular W.C 

10. Large power-assisted height adjustable wash-basin 

11. Waste disposal bin 

12. Manual operated hand dryer 

13. Retractable privacy curtain/screen 

14. Alarm pull chord 

15. Height adjustable showering/changing bench min 1800mm long 

16. Floor drain 

17. Shower unit 

18. Wide paper roller for use on changing bench 

19. Sanitary towel dispenser 

20. Two clothes hooks, one at 1050mm and the other at 1400mm 

above floor level 
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Changing Place layout copyright BS8300 revised 2009 

Please remember, that in addition to the specialist equipment needed in a Changing Places toilet, the other standard features of an 

accessible toilet, such as an emergency alarm and grab rails must also be provided. 

Information on standard features needed in an accessible toilet is published in Approved Document M. 

Changing Places toilets should be installed in addition to standard accessible toilets for independent use and should not replace 

these facilities. 

Changing Places facilities must be accessible to the public.  

Remember, your planned toilet is unique. Good planning and advice will help you: 

• choose the best equipment  

• ensure that it meets your community’s needs  

• ensure that you achieve the most practical or user-friendly layout of equipment and facilities  

The Changing Places Standard is based on the BS8300:2009; however, the standard requirements above should not be regarded 

as a substitute for information included in the British Standard. For further details about what is included in the BS8300:2009, 

please visit the British Standard website. 

For health and safety reasons slings should not be provided. For further advice on health and safety and legal matters, please refer 

to our legal factsheet on this website. 

An example of a 12m2 layout can be found in the Sports England Accessible Sports Facilities Guidance 2010. 

http://www.bsigroup.com/
http://www.changing-places.org/install_a_toilet/policy_and_legal.aspx
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities__planning/design_guidance_notes.aspx?sortBy=alpha&pageNum=3
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4P Lifts39 

 

In multi-storey buildings, a passenger lift is the most appropriate means of access when moving from one storey to another, and 

should therefore be provided whenever possible. 

The requirement for passenger lifts depends on the floor area and use of the building. 

As a minimum multi-storey buildings should have at least one lift that is of a sufficient size to be accessible by people with mobility 

difficulties.  This lift should serve all floors. 

Lifts - 

 Should have a clear manoeuvring space (landing area) of at least 1500mm x 1500mm in front of each lift. 

 Should have a car whose width is at least 1100mm and whose length is at least 1400mm for less intensive use,  
and 2000mm x 1400mm for a lift which would be used more intensively.   

 

It is noted that these dimensions are minimum sizes and the lift size should be chosen to suit the anticipated density of the building 

and the needs of disabled people. 

 A door or doors which provide a clear opening width of at least 800mm. 

 Two separate doors, where planning allows, to allow the wheelchair user to leave the car without turning around. 

 Doors which will stay fully open for at least 5 seconds, in order to allow adequate time to enter and exit the lift. 

 Landing or car controls which are positioned not less than 900mm and not more than 1200mm above the landing and the car 
floor respectively, at a distance of at least 400mm from the front wall.   Where possible two sets of controls should be provided. 

 Suitable tactile indicators should be installed on or adjacent to lift buttons within the car and on the landing, to indicate the floor 
number. 

 Should have a visual and voice indication system where the lift serves more than three floors. 
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 Signs indicating the location of an accessible lift should be clearly visible from the building entrance. 
 
 
 
DIAGRAM 11 – Key dimensions associated with passenger lifts – Source: Part M Building Regulations (2004 revised 

2010), ODPM 
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Platform Lifts -40 

If an individual storey contains a unique facility, such as a small library, gallery, a staff rest room or a training room, and which 

anyone using the building could reasonably expect to use, access should be provided by means of a platform lift.  This is assuming 

no reasonable alternative solution is available, and the net floor area of the storey is not more than 280m2 and not less than 100m2.  

Where provided, particular attention should be paid to locating the platform lift in a position where it would not be overly exposed, in 

the interests of protecting the modesty of users.  

Platform stairlift should only be considered for conversions and alterations where it is not practicable to install a 
conventional passenger lift.  Such lifts are normally only appropriate where access is between two levels.  The vertical 
travel distance of platform lifts should not be more than 2m where there is no liftway enclosure or floor penetration, and 
not more than 4m where there is a liftway enclosure.  Platform lifts must not obstruct other stairway users.    
 
Whatever lift option is chosen, internal stairs should be provided as an alternative means of vertical access, and designed to suit 

ambulant disabled people and those with impaired sight 
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4Q Internal Stairs/Ramps

 

The dimensions for internal stairs/ramps are similar to those established for external stairs/ramps 

DIAGRAM 12 – Internal stairs – key dimensions – Source: Part M Building Regulations (2004 revised 2010), ODPM 

 

 

i) Steps - 

 Treads must measure at least 280mm. 

 Risers (i.e. height of step) must not exceed 150mm and should not be open. 

 Each flight must not exceed 16 risers (12 for external). 

 Each flight of stairs should have an unobstructed width of at least 1000mm. 

 The edges of the steps should be clearly marked with permanent contrast. 

 The length of each landing should not be less than 1200mm. 
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ii) Handrails  

4R Fire and Means of Escape41 

 
Ealing’s Environmental Building Services, in conjunction with the Fire Authority, can advise on suitable escape arrangements for 
new and existing premises.  Escape routes should be free from any features which might impede movement.  This may involve the 
provision of evacuation lifts, evacuation chairs and management procedures.  For specific advice please contact the Principal 
Building Surveyor, or the Fire and Licensing Surveyor. 
Fire alarm systems should include both visual devices for those with hearing impairments, and audible devices for visually impaired 
people.  Escape routes and symbols should be obvious.  These routes should be checked along their entire length to ensure 
adequate width for wheelchair users. 
 
In larger buildings it may be necessary to provide refuges where disabled people can wait in relative safety before continuing to a 
final exit.  A refuge is effectively an area that is both separated from the fire by fire resisting construction and provided with a safe 
route.  The minimum space provided for a wheelchair in refuge, excluding manoeuvring space, needs to be at least 700mm x 
1200mm.  Wheelchair refuges should be clearly marked.  A communication system within the refuge area is also essential. 
 
Where an evacuation lift is provided, this should be used as a last resort when all other options have been explored.  It is essential 
that a lift which is to be used as a means of evacuation for disabled people is able to continue to operate with a reasonable degree 
of safety when there is a fire.  In some instances it may be appropriate to use a fire fighting lift for evacuation purposes, if provided.   
 
Notices and signs regarding evacuation in the event of fire or bomb scare must be clearly visible and incorporate the wheelchair 
symbol.  Exits should be well signposted.  All such notices must remain unobstructed, and be at a height visible to all. 
 

For further management details see BS 9999 a Code of Practice for Means of Escape for Disabled People. 
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5  Types of Buildings (Non-Residential)  

 

In addition to the above general guidance, the following advice is provided in relation to individual uses.  You are advised to check if 

there are any specific criteria which apply to the proposed use.  It is noted that this advice is not intended to be fully prescriptive, or 

to address every eventuality.       

 

5A A1 Retail (Includes supermarkets)  

 
At least one in every four of the checkouts in supermarkets and stores should be wide enough for a double buggy or wheelchair.  
The suggested width is 800mm (minimum). The conveyor belt should make the items accessible to elderly people and those 
persons with mobility difficulties.  Induction loops may also be appropriate.  Till displays should be positioned at a height suitable for 
wheelchair users.  The requirements for disabled people are similar to those outlined for reception desks/areas. There should be 
sufficient space between display shelves for a wheelchair user to turn.  The most accessible shelf heights from a seated position 
are between 600 and 1000mm above floor level.  A maximum shelf depth of 220mm is recommended.  Seats must be provided 
near the exit and the checkouts at a range of heights, but never lower than 420mm.  Automatic entrance doors and lifts to upper 
floors are also essential.  It is also noted that the storage of goods should not interfere with aisles.  Aisles should have a minimum 
width of 850mm (1200mm in supermarkets).  
In retail stores requiring changing facilities, at least one changing room should have a minimum floor area of 1400mm x 1800mm.  
The advice outlined for wheelchair toilets in part N is also useful in this respect. 
In retail store with  male and female W.C facilities there should also be an accessible toilet facility which complies with Part M of the 
Building Regulations 2004 revised 2010 Diagram 1. 
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5B A3 Food & Drink 

 
Refreshment Facilities – i.e. restaurants and bars should be designed so that wheelchair users are able to visit them independently 
or with companions.  

 Bars and counters (or sections of them) should be at a level suitable for wheelchair users, preferably 600/800mm high.   

 Chairs and tables should not be fixed.  It may be necessary to remove seating to allow wheelchair users to sit at a table, or 
someone may need additional leg room if they have stiff joints.  

 At least some chairs should have armrests.  For wheelchair users the recommended table dimensions are 800mm wide, 
50mm deep and 70-800mm high.   

 Any change in level should be accessible by all.   

 All public areas, including WC accommodation, public telephones and external terraces should be accessible.    
 
 

5C Sports Facilites/Leisure Centres 

 
All disabled persons whether as participants or spectators should be able to use these facilities.  
In terms of participants:  

 Additional circulation and storage space may be needed for sports wheelchairs.  

 A hoist or ramp should be provided at swimming pools. 

 Changing room facilities should be provided in accordance with the advice outlined in section N above. 
 
With regard to spectators, the guidance outlined with respect to cinemas/theatres below, should be noted.  In addition where 
turnstiles are installed, a bypass gate of 800mm should be provided for wheelchair users and ambulant disabled people. 
In public places there is a requirement for a changing places facility as well as accessible toilet facility. 
http://www.changing-places.org 

http://www.changing-places.org/
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5D Cinema/Theatres42 

 
Auditoria with tiered seats must include areas accessible for wheelchair users, where they can sit with their companions.   

 The minimum requirement is six spaces, or 1% of the total number of seats, whichever is the greater. 

 In sports stadia, the minimum requirement is twenty spaces, or 0.5% of the total number of seats, whichever is the greater. 

 In order to offer choice, these spaces should be dispersed throughout the auditoria.  

 Toilets, bars and other facilities within the building should also be fully accessible. 

 A designated wheelchair space should measure at least 900mm in width and 1400mm (1350mm in BS 8300:2009) in depth. 

 These spaces should provide a clear view of the event. 
Induction loops, infra red systems or other suitable communication devices must be provided in all theatres, cinemas, halls, meeting 
places and sports stadia.  A clear, pictorial and visible sign should indicate the presence of the loop.  This communication device 
should be regularly maintained and serviced. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
42

 Part M Building Regulations 2004 (revised 2010) 
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Diagram 15 An example of wheelchair space provision in a cinema or theatre 
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5E Hotels/Motels  

 

www.london.gov.uk/publication/accessible-hotels-london 

 
A proportion of the sleeping accommodation in hotels, motels and student accommodation should be designed for use by 
wheelchair users.  The remainder should be suitable for people with a range of disabilities.   
Wheelchair users should be able to reach all the facilities available within the building.   
At least one accessible bedroom should be provided for every 10 bedrooms, or part thereof.   
All facilities provided should also be accessible, including balconies etc.   
Accessible bedrooms should comply with the requirements outlined in Part M of the Building Regulations (2004 revised 2010).   
All rooms should also be visitable by a wheelchair user.   
 

http://www.london.gov.uk/publication/accessible-hotels-london
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DIAGRAM 17 – One example of a wheelchair-accessible hotel bedroom with en-suite sanitary facilities– Source: Part M 

Building Regulations (2004 revised 2010), ODPM  
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Figure 60 Examples of accessible bed layouts dimensions in mm BS8300 (2009) 

 

 
 
Key Bathroom or Shower  

A (1500 x1500) mm min  B (2500 x 2100) mm min  C  700 mm min 
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Fig 42 En- suite shower room with corner W.C Dimensions in mm British Standards BS8300 (2009)   
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Diagram 25 An example of a bathroom incorporating a corner W.C,    

Source: Part M Building Regulations (2004 revised 2010), ODPM  
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 Examples of how these rooms could be designed are provided below for inspiration, as Room Types A, B and C. The development 

of alternative designs which adopt the same principles and improve the offer should be encouraged as an essential element of best 

practice. 

 Building Regulations Part M:2004 revised 2010 , BS 8300:2009 and PAS 88: 2008 provide not only the framework for the design of 

accessible hotel rooms, but also some of the specific guidance on widths, gradients, glazing, etc and should always be used as 

reference. 

Wheelchair accessibility should be provided to all common parts of the hotels and to all. 

Basic Accessible Room43 

This basic accessible room is space efficient (requiring approximately 20-26sqm) and appropriate to those ‘no-frills’ establishments 

where a small room size and space optimisation is critical to business success. According to the style of the hotel, this room may 

have only essential furniture and equipment. 

 Not all disabled guests will find this room suitable to their needs, as circulation, support rails and transfer space will be kept to a 

minimum.  

 

 

                                                           
43 5.4 Example: Room Type A – Basic Accessible Room 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf 

 

 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf
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Standard Accessible Room44 

 This room is a well designed version of what is currently intended as an accessible room.  It is approximately 26-30sqm in size. It 
is suggested that 5% of all rooms should be provided as Standard Accessible Rooms. 
 
Unlike Room Type A and C, Standard Accessible Rooms should be fully equipped with all the fittings necessary to facilitate use by 
people with limited mobility. Careful design should minimise the visual intrusion of fittings specifically aimed at disabled people, and 
ensure that the room can be comfortably used by all guests when disabled visitors do not require it. 
 
Provision can be made to use this room as a family room, for example by adding roll-in or foldable beds. 
 
Adequate policies should be in place for the provision of additional equipment to support disabled visitors and to ensure that priority 
availability is guaranteed. Policies will be described and justified in the Accessibility Management Plan (see Section 4). 

                                                           
44 5.5 Example: Room Type B – Standard Accessible Room 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf 

 

 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf
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Larger Flexible Room45 
This room is intended for all users. It could be a spacious room (between 35 and 45sqm) with more floor space than the minimum 
required by wheelchair circulation and offer a flexible layout which can be tailored each time for different needs: for example it could 
have a sofa and workstation to be used by wheelchair users as well as business travellers, or it could be laid out for families by 
converting the sofa into additional beds. It could therefore replace a premium or family room in a three-star hotel. In a luxury hotel, 
where rooms are normally larger, this type of room will only have minimal differences to other rooms. 
 
The bedroom and bathroom should allow easy circulation by wheelchair or by mobile hoist. Only essential supports and grab rails 
will be provided, but will be complemented by a range of mobile equipment, such as a bath board or shower seat to be made 
available upon request. 
 
The design emphasis, therefore, will be on simple layout, flexible use and mobile furniture or equipment. This type of room should 
offer: 

 The opportunity to use mobile hoists, which could also be made available by the hotel in accordance with the advice in BS 
8300:2009. 

 Sufficient space to have double or twin beds on demand. 

 Wheelchair accessible bathroom, with bath and roll in shower options being available. 

 Double basin, at lower and standard height. 

 Desk/workstation provision which allows use from a wheelchair. 

 Bed adaptations, height, tilt if possible. 

 Sofa and variety of cushions or removable easy chair/ extra beds to allow family use. 

                                                           
45 5.6 Example: Room Type C – Larger Flexible Room 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf 

 

 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf
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 This type of room needs to be associated with adequate policies for the provision of additional equipment to support disabled 
visitors and to ensure that reasonable availability is guaranteed. Policies will need to be described and justified in the Accessibility 
Management Plan. 

 

 Other rooms46 

Embracing inclusive design principles would imply that most if not all rooms should be more welcoming to people of all abilities. 
Part M also requires that:  Wheelchair users should also be able to visit companions in other bedrooms, for example when 
attending conferences or when on holiday with their families. 

Clearly wheelchair accessibility to all rooms would require a huge change for many operators, especially in the budget hotel 
categories, where the standard size of rooms is significantly smaller than even the most space efficient wheelchair accessible 
room.  However, a small degree of change would greatly facilitate visitors with impairments or other mobility difficulty, such as age 
or heavy luggage. Below is a list of suggested features, which constitute good inclusive design, and which should be encouraged 
by planners and inclusion officers: 

Sufficient door and corridor widths and space around doors, including a minimum 300mm leading edge. 
Shower, when provided, to be step free with sliding door or open splash-boards; 
Bed on feet if space allows use of mobile hoists. 
Desk/workstation which allow use from wheelchair, if provided. 
Variety of cushions for sofa or easy chair, if provided. 

 

 

                                                           
46

 Other rooms 5.71- 5.72 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf 

 

http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/accessible-hotels-draft-BPG.pdf
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In all building types (including hotels, motels, nursing and residential homes, university and college halls of residence, and relatives 

accommodation in hospitals), a proportion of sleeping accommodation should be designed for use by disabled people. 

NB: The requirements for accessible accommodation apply to new build, conversions and refurbishments. 
Reference should be made to all relevant sections of this document and compliance with BS8300:2009 is also required. 
In line with BS 8300:2009, the total number of accessible rooms as a percentage should be: 
5% without a fixed tracked-hoist system; 
5% with a fixed tracked-hoist system (or similar system giving the same degree of convenience and safety); 
5% capable of being adapted in the future to accessibility. 
Overnight accommodation should ensure a mixture of bath and continental style level access shower (Wet Room) en-suite rooms. 
Accessible accommodation should: 
be located close to lifts on upper floors, and close to reception on the ground floor; 
Be located on accessible routes; 
Be situated so that they have equal access to views enjoyed from standard bedrooms; 
Cater for a wide range of disabilities; 
Feature ensuite bathrooms; 
Provide some rooms with a connecting door to an adjoining room for use by someone assisting; 
Allow manoeuvring space for a mobile hoist (where ceiling hoists are not installed); 
Ensure walls are capable of supporting the required fittings, e.g. grab rails and drop-down support rails. 
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5F Sheltered Housing 

 
New sheltered housing, both public and private, must comply with Lifetime Home Standards and provide: 

 A level access. 

 Lifts to upper floors.  

 Bathrooms and toilets large enough to manoeuvre a wheelchair. 

 Switches, sockets, handles etc. not less than 450mm and not more than 1200mm from floor level. 

 An induction loop system installed in communal rooms and reception areas. 

  An accessible W.C facility adjacent to communal rooms 

 Good lighting. 
 
In addition - 
 

 Bedrooms should ideally be 12 sq m for a single room and 28 sq m for a double room, although slightly larger rooms may be 
required for people with learning difficulties and for wheelchair users.  Minimum sizes allowable are 10 sq m and 15.5 sq m 
respectively.  No more than 1 in 4 bedrooms should be a double room. 

 

 Bathrooms and WCs should be provided on each floor which is used for sleeping accommodation.  At least one bathroom for 
every ten residents and one toilet for every four residents should be large enough to manoeuvre a wheelchair. 

 

 Sitting and dining rooms must be of an adequate size to allow residents a reasonable social life,   with    2.3 sq m provided 
for sitting and 1.39 sq m for eating, for each resident.  At least two separate rooms should be provided for sitting/eating 
unless spacious bedsitters are available for each resident.  Alternative rooms may be required in larger homes. 

 

 Kitchens should have a minimum area of 15 sq. m. 
 

 Laundries should not lead off the kitchen for hygiene reasons, and should be easily accessible to staff and residents. 
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Other Rooms should include adequate storage for linen, cases and wheelchairs.  Accommodation for staff should have separate 
washing and toilet facilities.  A staff rest room may be needed in a larger home but an office may suffice in a smaller one.  
Residents should have somewhere to receive visitors or medical treatment and a pantry. 
 
Garden Space A new dwelling should have a private usable garden space of no less than 50 sq m for a house with 5 or less 

habitable rooms and at least 75 sq m for a larger home (6 or more habitable rooms).  Refer to Policy 5.5 and Table 5C of the UDP. 

Extensions to an existing home or construction of a new one should allow for adequate amenity space, which is sunny for at least 
part of the day. 
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5G Historic Buildings 

 
Historic buildings should be made accessible to disabled people wherever possible, without compromising conservation and 
heritage issues.   
 
 ‘It is important that disabled people should have dignified and easy access to and within historic buildings.  If it is treated as part of 
an integrated review of access requirements for all visitors or users, and a flexible and pragmatic approach is taken, it should 
normally be possible to plan suitable access for disabled people without compromising a buildings special interest.  Alternative 
routes or reorganising the use of space may achieve results without the need for damaging alterations’. 
 
Most alterations to enable access for all users can be achieved provided that the alterations would not involve the removal of the 
original fabric of the building.  The provision of alternative facilities to improve access, i.e. temporary ramps etc, must not endanger 
visually handicapped people or other able bodied users.  In arriving at the appropriate balance between improving accesses and 
conserving the heritage value, it will often be appropriate to seek advice from the Ealing’s Conservation Officers and the Access 
Officer. Further advice can also be found in English Heritage’s publication ‘Easy Access to Historic Properties’. 
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6 Additional Advice 

 
 

6A Inclusive access and usability in the Sustainability Code 

 
The purpose of the Sustainability Code is not to deliver purpose-designed wheelchair housing but rather inclusive general 

needs housing that caters for the widest possible segment of the population (including older people), and which can easily be 

adapted to meet the needs of wheelchair users. The Code47 aims to prevent barriers that create undue effort and separation 

and enable everyone to participate equally, confidently and independently in everyday activities such as taking out rubbish and 

spending time outside. Wheelchair Housing has greater space requirements, and there may be greater energy requirements for 

lifts and equipment. 

16.1 
 

Sustainability Code Criteria 
 
Where all principles of Lifetime Homes, applicable to the dwelling being assessed, have 
been complied with. 
OR 
Where an exemption from Lifetime Homes criteria 2 and /or 3 is applied to selected 
pathways subject to a steeply sloping plot gradient, but all other principles of Lifetime 
Homes, applicable to the dwelling being assessed, have been complied with. 
 
Default Cases 
 
None  

 
Credits 

 
Mandatory 
Levels 

 

4 

 

Level 6 

 

                                                           
47

 The principles of inclusive design are embedded within the Was 1, Was 3, Hea 3 and Hea 4 issues of the Code. (Link) 
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6B Other organisations who can advise on access 

 
ORGANISATIONS WHO CAN ADVISE ON ACCESS  

Access Association  

www.accessassociation.co.uk 

Age UK, Tavis House, 1-6 Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9NA  

www.ageuk.org.uk 

 Centre for Accessible Environments  

www.cae.org.uk 

4th Floor, Holyer House,London EC4A 3EB 

Tel/textphone: 020 7822 8232 

 

CIBSE, 222 Balham High Road, London SW12 9BS  (provide publications on issues such as interior lighting) 

Tel:  (0)20 8675 5211 

Fax (0)20 8675 5449 

www.cibse.org.uk 
 

Department for Transport - Access for disabled people  

Enquiry Service, Great Minster House, 76 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DR  

Tel: 020 7944 8300 Minicom: 020 7944 3277  

http://www.dft.gov.uk/transportforyou/access  

 

http://www.accessassociation.co.uk/
http://www.ageuk.org.uk/
http://www.cae.org.uk/
http://www.cibse.org.uk/
http://www.dft.gov.uk/transportforyou/access
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Department for Transport Mobility and Inclusion Unit, Enquiry Service, 

Department of Transport, Great Minster House, 76 Marsham Street, London, SW1P 4DR 

Tel: 020 7944 9622.  

www.mobility-unit.dft.gov.uk  

 

Disabled Living Foundation 

380/384 Harrow Road, London. W9 2HU.  

www.dlf.org.uk 

  Tel: 020 7289 6111 
 

Equality Advisory Support Service 

From 1 October 2012, information, advice and support on discrimination will be provided by the new Equality Advisory and Support 
Service (EASS). 
Phone: 0800 444 205, Textphone: 0800 444 206 
Email: adviceline@equalityadvisoryservice.com   
FREEPOST Equality Advisory Support Service FPN4431 
 
Mind 
15-19 Broadway, Stratford, London E15 4BQ 
Tel: 020 8519 2122, F: 020 8522 1725 
Email: contact@mind.org.uk 
203 - 205 The Vale, Acton, London, W3 7QS  

Tel: 0208 746 7676 

Email: info@mind-eh.org.uk 

Website: http://www.mind-eh.org.uk 

 

 

 

http://www.dlf.org.uk/
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/equalities/equality-government/equality-human-rights-commission/eass/
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/equalities/equality-government/equality-human-rights-commission/eass/
mailto:adviceline@equalityadvisoryservice.com
mailto:contact@mind.org.uk
mailto:info@mind-eh.org.uk
http://www.mind-eh.org.uk/
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Disability Rights UK 

www.disabilityrightsuk.org.uk 

12 City Forum,  250 City Road, London EC1V 8AF 
Tel 020 7250 3222  
 

Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), 

66 Portland Place, London. W1B 1AD 

Tel: 020 7580 5533 

www.riba.org.uk 

 

Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB) 

105 Judd Street, London. WC1H 9NE. 

Phone: 020 7388 1266 

www.rnib.org.uk 

Tel: 0303 123 9999  

The Royal Town Planning Institute 

41 Botolph Lane, London EC3R 8DL 

Tel: 020 7929 9494 

www.rtpi.org.uk 

Mencap 

123 Golden Lane, London EC1Y 0RT 

Telephone:  020 7454 0454 

Fax: 020 7608 3254 

Email: information@mencap.org.uk 

http://www.disabilityrightsuk.org.uk/
http://www.riba.org.uk/
http://www.rnib.org.uk/
http://www.rtpi.org.uk/
mailto:information@mencap.org.uk
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www.mencap.org.uk 

The Chartered Institution of Highways & Transportation 

119 Britannia Walk, London N1 7JE 

Tel: 020 7336 1555 

www.ciht.org,uk 

The Institution of Highways and Transportation 

 De Morgan House, 28 Russell Square, London. WC1B 4HS 

Tel: 020 7436 7487. www.ihie.org.uk 

  

The Royal National Institute for Deaf People (RNID), 
19-23 Featherstone Street, London. EC1Y 8SL. Phone: 020 7296 8000 
 
Action on Hearing Loss Information Line:  
Telephone 0808 808 0123 | Textphone 0808 808 9000 |  
SMS 0780 0000 360  
informationline@hearingloss.org.uk 
www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk 

 (can advise on induction loops).  

Further contacts can also be found on the National Register of Access Consultants set up by the CAE:  

National Register of Access Consultants (set up by CAE),  

Fourth Floor, Holyer House, 20 -21 Red Lion Court, London, EC4A 3EB  

Tel: 020 7822 8282  

Email: info@nrac.org.uk 

www.nrac.org.uk 

http://www.mencap.org.uk/
http://www.ciht.org,uk/
http://www.ihie.org.uk/
mailto:informationline@hearingloss.org.uk
http://www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk/
mailto:info@nrac.org.ukwww.nrac.org.uk
mailto:info@nrac.org.ukwww.nrac.org.uk
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6C Useful references/bibliography 

 
Accessible Thresholds in New Housing guidance 
for house builders and designers DETR 1999 
(http://www.ribabookshops.com) 
British Standard BS 8300: 2009 Code of Practice 
for design of buildings and their approaches to 
meet the needs of disabled people BSI 2009 
(http://www.bsi-global.com) 
Building Sight: A Handbook of Building and Interior 
Design Solutions RNIB 1995 
(http://www.jmuaccess.org.uk) 
Developing Accessible Play Space: A Good Practice 
Guide ODPM 2003 (http://www.communities.gov.uk) 
Access Statements – achieving an inclusive environment 
by ensuring continuity throughout the planning, design 
and management of buildings and spaces - Disability 
Rights Commission 2004 
(http://www.equalityhumanrights.com) 
Approved Document M (2004 revised 2010 edition) The 
Building  Regulations 2000 
(http://www.planningportal.gov.uk) 
Building Bulletin 95: Schools for the Future, Designs for 
Learning Communities 2002 
(http://www.teachernet.gov.uk) 
Good Loo Design Guide Centre for Accessible 
Environments 2004 (http://www.cae.org.uk) 
English Heritage 1995 2004 
(http://www.english-heritage.org.uk) 
Access for Disabled People Sport England 2002 

(http://www.sportengland.org) 
The Access Manual by Ann Sawyer and Keith Bright, 
Blackwell Publishing 2003 
(http://www.bookshop.blackwell.co.uk) 
Building Bulletin 94: Inclusive school design: 
accommodating pupils with Special Educational Needs 
and disabilities in mainstream schools DfEE 2001 
(http://www.teachernet.gov.uk) 
Designing for Accessibility – an essential guide for 
public buildings - Centre for Accessible Environments 
2004 (http://www.cae.org.uk) 
English Heritage 2005 - Easy Access to Historic 
Properties (http://www.english-heritage.org.uk) 
A Good Practice Guide to Disabled People’s 
Access in the Countryside BT / Fieldfare Trust 1997 
Inclusive Mobility: a guide to best practice on access 
(http://www.fieldfare.org.uk) 
to pedestrian and transport infrastructure Mobility and 
Inclusion Unit Department for Transport 2002 
(http://www.dft.gov.uk) 
Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces 
DETR 1998 Reprinted 2002 (http://www.dft.gov.uk) 
Lifetime Home Standards, 
(http://www.lifetimehomes.org.uk) 
Planning and Access for Disabled People: A Good 
Practice Guide ODPM, March 2000 
(http://www.communities.gov.uk) 
Inclusive Projects: a guide to best practice on 
preparing and delivering project briefs to secure 

http://www.cae.org.uk/
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access DPTAC 2003 (http://www.dptac.gov.uk) 
Meeting Part M and Designing Lifetime Homes: 
Joseph Rowntree Foundation 1999 (http://www.jrf.org.uk) 
Sign Design Guide: a guide to inclusive signage JMU 
and the Sign Design Society 2000 
(http://www.jmuaccess.org.uk) 
Living Well Together, achieving sustainable, flexible 
homes within high density neighbourhoods Habinteg, 
GML Architects,Joseph Rowntree Foundation and Greater 
London Authority, 2003 Lifetime Homes Standards 
Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2000 
(http://www.habinteg.org.uk) 
Scheme Development Standards: The Housing 
Corporation, 2003 (http://www.housingcorp.gov.uk) 
National Wheelchair Housing Association Group 
(NATWHAG) Wheelchair Housing Design Guide 
Second edition 2006 (http://www.habinteg.org.uk) 
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6D Lifetime Homes Checklist 

The table below summaries each of the criteria, and provides a cross reference to the relevant sections in this document where 
further information is available.  This is also illustrated in diagram form below.   

 

Lifetime Home Criterion Relevant  Reference 

Criterion 1 –  Parking (width or widening capability) 3.A1, 3.A2, 3.A3 

Criterion 2   – Approach to dwelling from parking (distance, 

gradients and widths)  

3.B1, 

Criterion 3 – Approach to all entrances 3.B2 

Criterion 4 – Entrances 3.C1, 3.C2 

Criterion 5 – Communal stairs and lifts 3.D1, 3.D2, 3.D3, 3.D4 

Criterion 6 – Internal doorways and hallways 3.E1 

Criterion 7 – Circulation Space 3.F1, 3.F2, 3,F3, 3.F4, 3.F5 

Criterion 8 – Entrance level living space 3.H1 

Criterion 9 – Potential for entrance level bed-space 3.G 

Criterion 10 – Entrance level WC and shower drainage 3.H1 

Criterion 11 - WC and bathroom walls 3.I1 

Criterion 12 – Stairs and potential through-floor lift in dwellings 3.J1 

Criterion 13 – Potential for fitting of hoists and bedroom / 

bathroom relationship 

3.K1 

Criterion 14 – Bathrooms 3.L1 

Criterion 15 – Glazing and window handle heights 3.M1 

Criterion 16 – Location of service controls 3.N1 
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Definition of ‘entrance level’ for the purpose of Lifetime Home Criteria  

The entrance level of a dwelling for the purposes of the Lifetime Home Criteria is generally deemed to be the storey containing the 
main entrance door as defined by Criterion 4. This will usually be the ground floor of a house, or the storey containing the entrance 
door of a flat approached a communal hall, stair, or lift.  
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Where there are no rooms (habitable or non-habitable) on the storey containing the main entrance door (e.g. most flats over 
garages, some flats over shops, some duplexes and some townhouses), the first storey level containing a habitable or non-
habitable room can be considered the ‘entrance level’ if this storey is reached by an ‘easy going’ stair with maximum risers 170mm, 
minimum goings 250mm, and a minimum width of 900mm measured 450mm above the pitch line.  
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6E Wheelchair Housing Standards Checklist 

 

The table below summaries each of the criteria, and provides a cross reference to the relevant sections in this document where further 

information is available.   

Wheelchair Housing Standard  

1. Parking 

a) On plot’ (non communal) parking  

Where a dwelling has car parking within its individual 

plot (or title) boundary, at least one parking space length 

should be capable of enlargement to achieve a 

minimum width of 3.3m 

3A.2 

b) Communal or shared parking 
The minimum size of a disabled car parking space is      
4.8m x 2.4m with a 1.2m circulation space to the side 
and rear. 
Where parking is provided by communal or shared 
bays, spaces with a width of 3.3m 

3A.3 

2.Moving around outside 
The approach to all external entrances, and to external 
facilities such as storage, parking, garden and clothes 
drying area, should be level or gently sloping 

3B.1 

Paths should be slip resistant and smooth, with a 
minimum width of 1200mm 

3B.1 

Access to Garden, Balcony and refuse. 3B.1 

3.Approaching the home 
 Good cover should be provided at point of transfer from 
vehicle to wheelchair.  
 

3B.1 
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4.Communal Entrance 
Where wheelchair accessible dwellings are located 

above or below ground level they should be served by 

more than one lift.  

3D2 

5. Negotiating the entrance door 
The principal entrance should be covered and well lit. 

3.C2 

A minimum turning space inside the entrance of 

1200mm x 1500mm is required.  

3C.2 

6. Halls and corridors  

A minimum turning space inside the entrance of 

1200mm x 1500mm is required.  

3E.1 

Corridors should have a minimum width of 900mm,  

or 1200mm wide where 90 degrees turn is necessary, 

and 1500mm wide where a 180 degrees turn is 

necessary. 

The minimum pinch point admissible is 900mm 

3E1 

Provision should be made for the storage and 

recharging of a battery-operated wheelchair. A space to 

store and charge an electric wheelchair (at least 

800x1200mm) should be provided as an extension to 

the circulation space of the dwelling. Consideration 

should be given to how the facility is accessed and 

used. To guarantee sufficient manoeuvring space  of 

1100x1700mm.) 

 

 

 

3C.2 
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6. Entrance Level W.C 
Living room and W.C should be wheelchair accessible 
In all bathrooms a drainage-gulley (or possible pumped 
alternative if above ground level) and capped electrical 
supply to facilitate the installation of a level entry shower 
(floor area 1000x1000mm) should be provide.. 

3H.3 
3I 

7. Moving around inside; storing things 
Corridors should have a minimum width of 900mm,  

or 1200mm wide where 90 degrees turn is necessary, 

and 1500mm wide where a 180 degrees turn is 

necessary. 

3E 

The minimum pinch point admissible is 900mm 3E.1 

Provision should be made for the storage and 

recharging of   battery-operated wheelchair. A space to 

store and charge an electric wheelchair (at least 

800x1200mm) should be provided as an extension to 

the circulation space of the dwelling. Consideration 

should be given to how the facility is accessed and 

used. To guarantee sufficient manoeuvring space  of 

1100x1700mm.) 

3E.1 

8. Using living spaces 
 A 1500mm turning circle or ellipse of 1700mm x 

1400mm, should be provided in all rooms, including the 

kitchen, bathroom and each bedroom. This facility 

should be demonstrated on plans that indicate 

anticipated furniture layouts.. 

3F.1 

9. Using the kitchen 
Kitchen layout should provide effective 1200mm run and 

3F.2 
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a 1500 mm turning circle. 

10. Potential  bed space 
Bed space at entrance level 

3G 

11. Stairs and potential through-floor lift in dwellings 

Rooms should all be on one level or alternatively 
accessible by a wheelchair accessible lift. Where lift(s) 
are installed they should comply with BS5900 (1991). 
The internal dimensions of the lift car should measure at 
least 1200x720mm. 

3J.1 

12. Using bathroom 

Extra space should be made available in the bathroom 
for provision of both a bath and shower, with at least 
one to already be installed. The shower area should be 
fully accessible by wheelchair users with floor drain.  

3L1 

All bathrooms should provide a 1500x1500mm square 
manoeuvring space, clear of all fittings.  

3L.1 

In all bathrooms a drainage-gulley (or possible pumped 
alternative if above ground level) and capped electrical 
supply to facilitate the installation of a level entry shower 
(floor area 1000x1000mm) should be provided . 

3L.1 

Bathrooms and toilets should be large enough to permit 
lateral transfer from wheelchair to WC and bath. A clear 
turning space of 1500 x 1500mm should be provided in 
the bedroom.  

3L.1 

13. Using bedrooms 
A clear ceiling-track hoist route (suitably constructed 
and with a ready (power supply) should be provided 
between the bathroom and an adjacent bedroom. 

3K.1 

 The main bedroom in a dwelling should be capable of 
having a clear space 750mm wide 

3F.4 
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14. Using the kitchen 
Kitchen layout should provide effective  1200mm run 
and a 1500 mm turning circle. 

3F.2 

15. Windows 
Glazing line in living room dining room and bedroom no 
higher than 800mm 

3M.1 

16. Controlling services  
Controls for mains water stopcock, and gas and electric 
main consumer units should be easy to operate. 
Isolating valves for sink and washing machines should 
also be of a suitable design 

3N1 
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6F Access Statements 

 

Access statements 

For almost all developments, an access statement will need to accompany your planning application. Without the statement the 
council will not be able to register the application.  
 
An access statement is a document accompanying and supporting a planning application or application for listed building consent 
to illustrate the process that has led to the development proposal, and to explain and justify the proposal in a structured way. It 
should show that the applicant has thought carefully about how everyone, including disabled people, older people and young 
children, will be able to use the places they want to build. 
 

When is an access statement required? 

The requirement for access statements applies to all applications for listed building consent. It also applies to all applications for 
planning permission except: 

 a material change of use of land and buildings, (unless it also involves operational development)  
 applications for approval of reserved matters (and to assess reserved matters applications)  
 engineering or mining operations 
 development of an existing dwelling house, or development within the curtilage of a dwelling house for any purpose 

incidental to the enjoyment of the dwelling house, where no part of that dwelling house or curtilage is within a conservation 
area (there are 29 conservation areas within Ealing)   

 advertisements  
 storage of hazardous waste 

What should an access statement cover?  

Statements need not be very long but the amount of detail should reflect how complex the application is.  
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An Access Statements is in effect a record of the process of Inclusive Design and as such is a living and evolving document: 
    

 Setting out the guiding principles and objectives; 

 Defining a strategic approach; 

 Identifying planning issues  

 Describing detailed design considerations and design guidance followed; 

 Justifying any deviation from accepted good practice – addressing the constraints of an existing building; 

 Recording the nature and outcome of any consultation with professional agencies and/or user groups; 

 Explaining the relationship between design and management; and 

 Highlighting issues for the ongoing management and maintenance of the premises  
 
For residential developments they should, fundamentally, make clear: 
 

 How the 16 Lifetime Homes Standards have been met; and 

 Where and how 10% of the dwellings will be fully accessible to wheelchair users. 
 

To assist you in preparing your access statement the Council has prepared statement templates for minor and major 
developments, which are appended to this document.   
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Appendix 1  Access Statement Template for Minor Developments 

 

These templates will be provided in future drafts of Accessible Ealing. 
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Appendix 2  Access Statement Template for Major Developments 

 
 

These templates will be provided in future drafts of Accessible Ealing. 
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